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Abstract

Many probabilistic inference algorithms, both exact and approximate,
have been developed to run efficiently on various probabilistic models
in the recent decades. For many probabilistic models, exact inference
is, however, infeasible or impossible. As such, approximate algorithms
are often necessary. In this thesis, a method for partially applying exact
inference in probabilistic programming languages using Monte Carlo
inference algorithms is introduced and formalized. More specifically,
this method allows for conditioning on observations in the probabilis-
tic program before performing sampling, where applicable. We show
that this method, called delayed sampling, can be used to reduce mean
squared error of estimators based on samples generated by probabilis-
tic programs. We also show that delayed sampling never leads to an
increase in mean squared error of estimators. An evaluation is per-
formed with an implementation of delayed sampling in the probabilis-
tic programming language Anglican. The results demonstrate clear re-
ductions in mean squared error for simple examples, but the overhead
is also shown to be quite substantial for the Anglican implementation.
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Sammanfattning

Många probabilistiska inferensalgoritmer, både exakta och approxi-
mativa, har utvecklats för att fungera effektivt på olika probabilistis-
ka modeller under de senaste decennierna. För många probabilistiska
modeller är exakt inferens emellertid otänkbar eller omöjlig. På grund
av detta är ofta approximativa algoritmer nödvändiga. I denna av-
handling introduceras och formaliseras en metod för att delvis tilläm-
pa exakt inferens i probabilistiska programmeringsspråk med Monte
Carlo-inferensalgoritmer. Mer specifikt tillåter denna metod att kondi-
tionera på observationer i det probabilistiska programmet innan prov-
tagning utförs, där så är tillämpligt. Vi visar att den här metoden, som
kallas fördröjd provtagning, kan användas för att minska genomsnitt-
liga kvadratiska fel för estimatorer som baseras på prover generera-
de av probabilistiska program. Vi visar också att fördröjd provtagning
aldrig leder till en ökning av genomsnittliga kvadratiska fel för estima-
torer. En utvärdering utförs med en implementering av fördröjd prov-
tagning i det probabilistiska programmeringsspråket Anglican. Resul-
taten visar tydliga minskningar i genomsnittligt kvadratfel för enkla
exempel, men beräkningskostnaderna visar sig också vara ganska be-
tydande för implementationen i Anglican.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this thesis, we introduce delayed sampling and formalize it for proba-
bilistic programming. We also evaluate the method through an imple-
mentation in the probabilistic programming language Anglican. This
first chapter contains:

• The background of the research area.

• The motivation for delayed sampling.

• The research question.

• The contributions.

• A statement of research methods used.

• Related work.

• An outline for the remainder of the thesis.

1.1 Background

In statistics and machine learning, inference algorithms have for a long
time been developed to run efficiently on probabilistic graphical mod-
els [23]. Successful real-world applications include phylogenetic infer-
ence [20], speech recognition [35], and computer vision [34]. Graph-
ical models give a natural framework for decomposition of complex
relationships between random variables, but can, in many cases, be
limited in terms of expressiveness.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

To get a higher degree of expressiveness, probabilistic programming
[14, 45, 12] has been developed as an extension of graphical models
and as a unifying framework for probabilistic modeling in general.
Probabilistic programming adds two constructs to ordinary
programming [15]: the ability to sample from distributions, and the
ability to condition random variables by specifying observations of
other variables (e.g. observed data or evidence). Implementations of
probabilistic programming languages and systems mainly use
approximate inference algorithms because exact inference algorithms
have exponential time complexity in the worst case and only operate
on restricted sets of graphical models [29]. Monte Carlo methods,
such as MCMC [27, 16] and SMC [8], are examples of approximate
inference algorithms. The most significant challenge in designing
probabilistic programming languages and systems is to generalize
inference algorithms, previously defined on graphical models, to
probabilistic programs.

1.2 Motivation

Approximate inference algorithms are, however, certainly not needed
for all probabilistic models. For many restricted models, such as dis-
crete or linear-Gaussian graphical models in the form of trees, exact
algorithms scale well with model size [29] and should be used instead.

In this thesis, the idea is to partially make use of basic forms of exact
inference in conjunction with approximate inference, combining their
strengths. More specifically, we utilize exact inference through local
closed-form solutions in the model. Many approximate inference algo-
rithms, such as the Monte Carlo methods mentioned in the previous
section, produce samples from probabilistic models. If done correctly,
these samples should be representative of the model, and can subse-
quently be used to estimate properties of it. To partially make use of
exact inference, we introduce the method of delayed sampling, reducing
the mean squared error of estimators1 based on these samples.

To demonstrate the idea of delayed sampling, consider the proba-
bilistic model in Figure 1.1a, expressed using the syntax of the proba-
bilistic programming language PROB [15]. The program represents a
model in which we wish to find the bias of a coin, represented by the

1See Section 2.3.2 for an introduction to estimators
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1 x ~ Beta(2,2);
2 y ~ Bern(x);
3 observe(y == 1);
4 return x;

(a) Naive program

1 x ~ Beta(3,2);
2 return x;

(b) Modified program

Figure 1.1: Different representations of the distribution p(x|y = 1) with
a prior p(x) in the probabilistic programming language PROB.

random variable x. The bias can be any real number between 0 and
1, with 0 meaning that coin flips always give tails, and 1 meaning that
coin flips always give heads. Our prior (or initial) belief in the bias of
the coin is encoded by the Beta(2, 2) distribution for x. The probabil-
ity density function of this prior distribution is shown in Figure 1.2a.
By looking at the figure, this is intuitively a reasonable choice for a
prior distribution: we believe that the coin is most likely fair, with
more extreme biases being more unlikely than small biases. Next in
the program, we specify the distribution for a random variable y with
the distribution Bern(x)—representing a coin flip based on our prior
belief for the bias. On the next line, the outcome of this coin flip is
specified as 1, or heads. Finally, we specify that this program models
the distribution of x by returning x. Combining the entire program,
the model expressed is p(x|y = 1)—which we call the posterior distribu-
tion—with a prior distribution p(x). The posterior distribution is our
belief in the bias of x after we have seen the observation y = 1, and is
precisely what we want to compute.

To determine this posterior distribution or some property of it,
many approximate inference algorithms produce samples from the
program by running it repeatedly. To generate a single sample, a
basic inference algorithm might first record the distribution for x.
After this, when the distribution for y needs to be initialized, x would
need to be sampled—because the distribution for y depends on x.
Lastly, when we get to the observe, the likelihood for the observation
under the distribution of y will vary depending on the sampled value
of x. This likelihood indicates the relative quality of this sample.
Intuitively, in this case samples will have higher likelihood when x is
closer to 1.

It is, however, possible to use a conjugate prior [29] closed-form so-
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Figure 1.2: The shift in the probability density function of x when y is
observed.

lution involving x and y to transform the model to one without the
observe statement. In this case, the conjugate prior solution is given
by:

p(x) = Beta(α, β) ∧ p(y|x) = Bern(x)
=⇒ p(x|y) = Beta(α + y, β + 1− y)

(1.1)

This modified model is shown in Figure 1.1b. One, perhaps subtle, dif-
ference is that the observation of y has been incorporated directly into
x by changing the first parameter from 2 to 3. This new model is equiv-
alent to the old model, but executions by the inference algorithm will
now directly give samples from the posterior distribution. This gives
higher quality samples, because we are in fact sampling directly from
the distribution that we want to determine (this is of course not possi-
ble in general). The probability density function of this new model is
plotted in Figure 1.2b. Notice that the outcome of the coin flip shifts
our belief towards a coin bias closer to 1.

This example, in spite of being trivial, demonstrates an important
closed-form solution that could possibly be partially applied to even
more complex probabilistic programs. We can regard this example as
having delayed the sampling of x in order to identify and utilize the
closed-form solution given by the conjugate prior relationship with
y. This allows us to see and incorporate the observation of y before
sampling anything. As a consequence, only x is sampled, and only
when needed—in this case when returning.

The example presented here demonstrates a simple static
optimization—we could perform it simply by analyzing the source
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code. To achieve a high degree of expressiveness, probabilistic
programs must support control flow with variables only known
at runtime (e.g. the sampling of a distribution). Because of this,
the demonstrated optimization must in most cases be performed
dynamically at runtime. This is the approach presented in this thesis
with delayed sampling. An example of a probabilistic program that
requires such dynamic optimizations is given in Section 3.1.2.

A related concept in programming language theory is called lazy
evaluation, in which expressions are evaluated only when explicitly
needed. This resembles delayed sampling quite closely—so why not
name it lazy sampling? With lazy evaluation, the value of an expres-
sion is assumed to be the same regardless of when it is evaluated. This
is not true for our approach, because the distribution from which we
sample might change as more observations are uncovered in the prob-
abilistic program. We therefore avoid naming the approach lazy sam-
pling. Instead, we propose the term delayed sampling, reflecting that
what we sample from might actually change depending on when we
sample it.

1.3 Contributions

The following are the contributions of this thesis:

• The formalization of a procedure for delayed sampling in prob-
abilistic programming languages with constructs for sampling of
and observing values for probability distributions. This formaliza-
tion includes a proof of correctness. The formalization has been
developed in collaboration with Lawrence M. Murray (Uppsala
University), Jan Kudlicka (Uppsala University), David Broman
(KTH), and Thomas Schön (Uppsala University). The proof of
correctness has, however, been developed separately by the au-
thor of this thesis. From the collaboration, a paper has been pro-
duced and submitted for publication.

• An implementation of this formalization in the probabilistic pro-
gramming language Anglican [45]. This includes an evaluation
of the implementation in terms of mean squared errors for esti-
mators2, and the execution time compared to the original version

2See Section 2.3.2 for an introduction to estimators
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of Anglican.

1.4 Research question

To evaluate the implementation of delayed sampling, the following
question is considered:

What is the effect on the mean squared error of estimators,
and the execution time of inference, when extending a prob-
abilistic programming language to support partial exact in-
ference facilitated by delayed sampling?

1.5 Related work

Probabilistic inference in different forms has been thoroughly studied
during the recent decades [31, 25, 16, 8, 42]. The first major discov-
ery in exact inference was due to Judea Pearl [32], who discovered
an algorithm for computing marginal distributions for random vari-
ables in a subset of graphical models: trees. This was accomplished
through a form of message-passing between the random variables in
the graphical model, and the algorithm is now known as belief propa-
gation. The algorithm has also been extended to polytrees by Kim and
Pearl [22], and to general graphical models by Lauritzen and Spiegel-
halter [25] with the junction tree algorithm. Delayed sampling has many
similarities with belief propagation, especially in that it is limited to
trees. Delayed sampling is, however, designed to run dynamically in a
changing graphical model, and the models that belief propagation are
used for are static. It is possible to replace the algorithms in this thesis
with repeated applications of belief propagation, but the methods de-
veloped here aim to be more efficient than belief propagation for use
in conjunction with approximate Monte Carlo inference algorithms.

Because exact inference is only available for a small subset of prob-
abilistic models, probabilistic programming languages and systems
providing more powerful modeling capabilities have instead necessar-
ily focused on improving the performance of inference in the general
case. This has been done by adapting and developing approximate in-
ference algorithms originally invented for graphical models. Classical
approximate inference algorithms for graphical models are:
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• Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, including
the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm, originally proposed by
Metropolis et al. [27] and later extended by Hastings [16].
MCMC methods work by sampling from a Markov chain that
converges to the target distribution as the number of past
samples increases. In other words, the samples increase in
quality as a function of the number of previous samples. Note
that this means that the samples are actually not independent.
Another successful MCMC algorithm is the Gibbs sampler,
introduced by Geman and Geman [10].

• Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods [8], with the particle
filter being the most well-known algorithm. The particle filter
works by first taking multiple samples (or “particles”) from a
probabilistic model. After this, the samples are weighed based
on their likelihood under the given observations, and are then re-
sampled from a categorical distribution formed by all particles—
with probabilities given by their (normalized) weights. Through
this, bad samples are discarded and replaced with copies of good
samples. This is particularly useful for sequential stochastic pro-
cesses, as the name implies.

• Variational methods applied to graphical models [42]. These
methods solve a relaxed version of an optimization problem,
derived from a corresponding inference problem, to compute an
approximate solution to the inference problem.

• An approximate version of belief propagation for general graph-
ical models, introduced by Pearl [31]. The introduction of cy-
cles in general graphical models causes belief propagation to run
indefinitely. It is possible, however, that the marginal distribu-
tions for the random variables in the graphical model converge in
spite of the algorithm not terminating. For some—but not all—
graphical models with cycles, the distributions to which the ran-
dom variables converge is in fact an approximation of the true
marginal distributions.

Adaptations of the above algorithms, both exact and approximate,
are often used for probabilistic programming languages and systems.
Below, we give an outline of the most well-known such languages and
systems, and relate their approach to the one introduced in this thesis:
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• Anglican [45], which is used as a base for the implementation
in this thesis, is a probabilistic programming language
with support for many approximate inference algorithms.
Algorithms supported are various SMC and MCMC methods,
including lightweight Metropolis–Hastings [43] and particle
MCMC methods [2]. Anglican does not, however, attempt to
partially take advantage of exact forms of inference. We extend
Anglican with this capability in this thesis.

• Church [14] is a universal probabilistic programming language
designed to be as expressive as possible. It is the precursor
of, and an inspiration for, many probabilistic programming
languages, including Venture, Anglican, and WebPPL.
Implementations of the language are all experimental, and the
most up-to-date one is Webchurch [13], which includes support
for standard MCMC inference. Webchurch does not support
any forms of partial exact inference.

• Edward [40] is a Python library for probabilistic modeling
and inference. Inference algorithms supported are various
variational methods, MCMC methods, and also exact inference
algorithms. Edward also supports compositions of different
inference algorithms. In Tran et al. [40] it is stated that methods
for identifying and using conjugate relationships between
random variables are currently being developed. The methods
are however not yet fully documented, and the overlaps with
the work in this thesis, if any, are not clear.

• Figaro [33, 9] is an object-oriented probabilistic programming
language. A collection of standard inference algorithms, both
exact and approximate, are supported. These include various
methods for exact inference, Metropolis–Hastings, Gibbs sam-
pling, and SMC. There is no evidence for any usage of partial
exact inference as is done in this thesis.

• LibBi [30] is a C++ template library for state-space modeling and
inference on high-performance computer hardware. It also in-
cludes its own modeling language. Inference algorithms used
are SMC, particle MCMC, and the extended Kalman filter. Partial
exact inference, as it is introduced in this thesis, is not supported.
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A successor to LibBi, called Birch, is currently in development.
Birch directly implements delayed sampling, and is closely re-
lated with the Anglican implementation in this thesis. The two
implementations have been separately developed in close collab-
oration. Birch has not yet been publicly released.

• PyMC3 [37], is a python package for Bayesian statistical model-
ing and inference. The most notable inference algorithm used is
the No-U-Turn Sampler [19], a type of MCMC algorithm. More
recently, PyMC3 has also added Automatic Differentiation Vari-
ational Inference (ADVI) [24] to its collection of inference algo-
rithms. These algorithms are fully approximate, and PyMC3
does not support partial exact inference.

• Stan [5] is a probabilistic programming language for specifying
statistical models. The methods used for inference are the same
as for PyMC3: the No-U-Turn Sampler and ADVI. It is explicitly
mentioned in Carpenter et al. [5] that there is no special behavior
for conjugate priors in Stan. These conjugate priors are, as we
will see, at the core for the contributions of this thesis.

• Venture [26, 41] is an interactive virtual machine for
probabilistic programming. It includes its own probabilistic
programming language, VentureScript. Inference algorithms
include SMC, Metropolis–Hastings, Gibbs sampling and
particle MCMC. Venture is, at the moment, alpha-quality
research software, and documentation is sparse [41]. To the best
of our knowledge, no attempt has been made to partially apply
exact inference in conjunction with approximate algorithms.

• WebPPL [12] is a probabilistic programming language embed-
ded in JavaScript. Many inference algorithms are implemented,
including various forms of exact inference, SMC, MCMC, and
variational methods. There has been no attempt to partially use
exact inference in conjunction with any of the approximate algo-
rithms.
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1.6 Research method

In Comer et al. [6], three scientific paradigms are presented for the
discipline of computing, encompassing both computer science and com-
puter engineering. These three paradigms are:

• The theory paradigm, which shares methods with logic and
mathematics; that is, building formal systems and deducing
properties of them by precisely defined rules of deduction.

• The abstraction paradigm, in which the hypothetico-deductive
method is used to gain knowledge through induction. This ap-
proach is commonly known just as the scientific method, and is
the most common method used in natural sciences.

• The design paradigm, in which the methods are from engineer-
ing: designing a system from a set of requirements and specifi-
cations, and subsequently test it to ensure correctness.

All three paradigms are used in this thesis. The theory paradigm
is used in formalizing delayed sampling; the correctness of delayed
sampling is proved through deduction. For the evaluation of the im-
plementation, a traditional scientific approach corresponding to the
abstraction paradigm is applied with the research question defined
in Section 1.4. The details of this evaluation can be found in Chap-
ter 4. The third paradigm, design, is used when implementing de-
layed sampling in the probabilistic programming language Anglican.
Anglican is chosen for this implementation because of its popularity,
and its functional paradigm, which complements a stand-alone imper-
ative implementation of delayed sampling done by our collaborators
(See Birch in Section 1.5).

1.7 Sustainability, ethical aspects, and soci-
etal relevance

The work performed in this thesis is purely theoretical with no direct
practical implications with regard to sustainability or ethics. There-
fore, these topics are not further discussed in the thesis.
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The societal relevance is also hard to specify. Probabilistic model-
ing and inference is highly relevant for many fields, for example Statis-
tics and Machine Learning. For researchers in these fields, the methods
developed in this thesis could very well prove to be important, either
directly or as inspiration for other new methods. This could in turn
lead to practical developments in these fields, giving a direct impact
on society. The extent of this impact is of course impossible to predict
here.

1.8 Outline of thesis

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 contains preliminaries needed for the subsequent
chapters. It can be read as needed.

• Chapter 3 contains the core part of the thesis, describing delayed
sampling formally, and the Anglican implementation.

• Chapter 4 evaluates the Anglican implementation in terms of re-
duction in mean squared errors of estimators, and in execution
time overhead.

• Chapter 5 contains suggestions for further research, and con-
cludes the thesis.





Chapter 2

Preliminaries

This chapter contains preliminaries needed for the remainder of this
thesis. The material covered is:

• Basic probability theory.

• Probabilistic modeling.

• Different approaches to probabilistic inference.

• The functional programming language Clojure.

• The probabilistic programming language Anglican.

For more detailed coverage of the first three topics above, we recom-
mend the following books:

• Pattern Recognition and Machine Learning, Bishop [3]

• Machine Learning: A probabilistic perspective, Murphy [29]

For Clojure and Anglican, we recommend the following book and pa-
pers:

• Clojure for the Brave and True, Higginbotham [18]

• A New Approach to Probabilistic Programming Inference, Wood,
Meent, and Mansinghka [45]

• Design and Implementation of Probabilistic Programming Language
Anglican, Tolpin et al. [39]

13
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2.1 Probability theory

Probability theory concerns the study of random variables, which come
in both discrete and continuous forms. Every random variable has a
corresponding probability distribution, represented by a probability mass
function for discrete variables or a probability density function for con-
tinuous variables. We denote random variables with uppercase char-
acters, e.g. X . Probabilities are defined on events, and the probability
of an outcome x of a random variable X is denoted by P (X = x),
where X = x is the event that X takes on the value x. The probabil-
ity mass function or probability density function of a random variable
is usually written with a lowercase character; in this thesis, we use
the notation p(x). For discrete random variables, the probability mass
function is the same as the probability of the corresponding event:

p(x) = P (X = x) (2.1)

For continuous variables, the probability of a particular event is zero
since any given non-empty range contains an infinite number of out-
comes. The probability density function is therefore instead defined as∫ b

a

p(x)dx = P (a ≤ X ≤ b) (2.2)

where the right-hand side is the probability of the event that X falls
between a and b.

The following properties hold for probability mass functions:

0 ≤ p(x) ≤ 1 (2.3)∑
X

p(x) = 1 (2.4)

The following properties hold for probability density functions:

0 ≤ p(x) (2.5)∫
X

p(x)dx = 1 (2.6)

Note that the probability density function is not required to be less
than 1 locally. It does however need to be non-negative, since the prob-
ability of the event a ≤ X ≤ b must always be positive.
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Considering two or more random variables simultaneously, we de-
note their joint probability distribution with p(x, y). It is possible to
get the separate probability distributions for X and Y through what is
known as marginalization, given by

p(x) =
∑
Y

p(x, y) (2.7)

for discrete random variables Y , and

p(x) =

∫
Y

p(x, y)dy (2.8)

for continuous random variables Y .
Another fundamental concept in probability theory is conditional

probability. Conditional probability distributions are written as

p(x|y) = p(x, y)

p(y)
(2.9)

which reads as “the probability distribution of X given a value y for
Y ”. Combining p(x|y), p(y|x), and p(x, y) = p(y, x), we get Bayes’ the-
orem:

p(x|y) = p(y|x)p(x)
p(y)

(2.10)

If p(x|y) and p(x) are given by the same family of distributions, we say
that p(x) is a conjugate prior for the likelihood function p(y|x) and that
p(x|y) and p(x) are conjugate distributions. We also say that two random
variables have a conjugate relationship if their distributions are conju-
gate. Conjugate distributions make it possible to obtain both p(x|y)
and p(y) through closed-form expressions involving p(y|x), p(x), and
an outcome y. The partial exact inference used in this thesis rely on
such conjugate distributions.

Lastly, two random variables X and Y are independent if

p(x, y) = p(x)p(y) (2.11)

and conditionally independent given the outcome z of another random
variable Z if

p(x, y|z) = p(x|z)p(y|z) (2.12)

A shorthand corresponding to (2.11) and (2.12) is, respectively

X ⊥ Y (2.13)
X ⊥ Y | Z (2.14)
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stating that the outcome of the random variable X has no impact on
the outcome of the random variable Y (optionally conditioned on the
outcome of some other random variable Z). This is also generalizable
to situations in which X , Y and Z are sets of random variables.

2.2 Probabilistic modeling

Probabilistic models can be thought of as joint probability distribu-
tions. We have a set of random variables X = {X1, X2, . . . , XN} which
are related to one another in different ways, and different combina-
tions of outcomes are more or less likely to occur. The relationships
between the random variables are given by a joint probability distri-
bution, p(x), where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xN).

The naive way of specifying such probabilistic models is to do it
directly with simple joint probability distributions. For finite discrete
variables, this can be done with the categorical distribution, in which
every outcome of the random variables is given by a separate probabil-
ity value. Given N random variables, each with K possible outcomes,
it is easy to see that in order to specify this distribution completely,KN

parameters are needed. This grows exponentially with the number of
variables and is clearly not practical, even for fairly simple models. If
we instead consider continuous random variables, it is no longer pos-
sible to specify arbitrary distributions by a finite number of parame-
ters. We therefore have to use restricted probability distributions such
as the multivariate normal distribution. The same situation holds for
infinite discrete random variables. From this, it is clear that decompo-
sition is required to allow more complex models. This decomposition
can be performed through probabilistic graphical models, or more re-
cently, probabilistic programming. Both of these approaches are out-
lined in the following sections.

2.2.1 Probabilistic graphical models

Probabilistic graphical models are the precursors of probabilistic pro-
gramming. The main idea is to decompose a joint probability distribu-
tion based on conditional independencies between its variables. This
enables both specifying complex joint distributions, and performing
inference in them.
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Z

X Y

Figure 2.1: A Bayesian network decomposing the joint distribution
p(x, y, z) as p(x)p(y)p(z|x, y).

The first and most common type of graphical models are Bayesian
networks [23]. Bayesian networks are represented by directed acyclic
graphs, and have the particularly beneficial property that they decom-
pose a joint probability distribution into other conditional distribu-
tions. Vertices in a Bayesian network represent random variables, and
the edges the dependencies between these random variables. An ex-
ample of a Bayesian network is given by Figure 2.1, capturing the de-
composition

p(x, y, z) = p(x)p(y)p(z|x, y) (2.15)

of the random variables X , Y , and Z.
By investigating whether different random variables in the

Bayesian network are d-separated [3], it is possible to find the
conditional independence relations encoded by a Bayesian network.
To determine if the conditional independence A ⊥ B | C holds with
d-separation—where A, B, and C are sets of random variables in a
Bayesian network—one examines all undirected paths going from
random variables in the set A to random variables in the set B. An
undirected path in a Bayesian network is a path that is allowed
to traverse directed edges backwards. An example is shown in
Figure 2.2. If every such undirected path between the sets A and B is
blocked, A and B are said to be d-separated by the evidence set C. A
path is blocked if any random variable Z on the path fulfills any of
the below criterion [3]:

• Z ∈ C and the path meets head-to-tail or tail-to-tail at Z.

• Z 6∈ C and the path meets head-to-head at Z. Furthermore, C ∩
Zd = ∅, where Zd is the set of all descendants of Z.

This is shown more clearly in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.3a shows a blocked
head-to-tail path through Z; Figure 2.3b shows a blocked tail-to-tail
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X

Y Z

Figure 2.2: An undirected path in a Bayesian network, showed with
dotted edges.

path through Z; Figure 2.3c shows a blocked head-to-head path
through Z. Note that the blocking condition for a head-to-head path
is inverted compared to the other two types of paths. In the case
of Figure 2.1, by the above definition of d-separation, the only
conditional independence relationship encoded is

X ⊥ Y | ∅ (2.16)

because the undirected path from X to Y meets head-to-head at Z,
which is not in the evidence set (i.e., the empty set). Hence, the path is
blocked, and therefore X is independent of Y given no other informa-
tion.

The second type of graphical models are Markov random fields [23],
which encode dependencies through an undirected graph. An exam-
ple is given by Figure 2.4. With Markov random fields, the intuitive
decomposition of a joint distribution into a set of conditional distri-
butions that we had with Bayesian networks is no longer possible.
Instead, a decomposition based on graph cliques must be used. In
this thesis, we are less concerned with the decomposition and more
concerned with the conditional independence relations that can be en-
coded using different models. For Markov random fields, determin-
ing conditional independence is straightforward—two sets of random
variables A and B are independent given another set of variables C if
there exist no path from A to B not leading through C. Hence, Fig-
ure 2.4 encodes the conditional independencies

X1 ⊥ X4 | X2, X3 (2.17)
X2 ⊥ X3 | X1, X4 (2.18)

By considering the two models in Figures 2.1 and 2.4, one can see
that neither of them can be expressed in the other graphical model [3].
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X

Z

Y

(a)

Z

X Y

(b)

Z

X Y

Zd

(c)

Figure 2.3: Situations in which a d-separation path is blocked. A
shaded random variable indicates that it is in the evidence set. Figures
(a), (b), and (c) show a blocked head-to-tail path, a tail-to-tail path,
and a head-to-head path, respectively. The dotted vertex Zd in Figure
(c) represents the set of all descendant random variables of Z (none of
which are in the evidence set).
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X4

X2

X1

X3

Figure 2.4: A Markov random field for four variables.

Markov random fields

Bayesian networks

All probabilistic models

Figure 2.5: The relationship between different probabilistic models.
Figure adapted from Bishop [3].

Figure 2.5 shows this separation of the two types of graphical models
in relation to all possible probabilistic models.

2.2.2 Probabilistic programming

Because of the limitations of graphical models in terms of expressive-
ness (as shown in Figure 2.5), they are often extended to suit spe-
cific modeling needs for specific applications. The goal of probabilis-
tic programming is to unify probabilistic modeling, removing the need
for application-specific extensions of graphical models. This is done
through powerful concepts in programming languages, such as ab-
straction and recursion, enabling compact representations of proba-
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bilistic models that cannot be represented with graphical models.
According to Gordon et al. [15], probabilistic programming is ordi-

nary programming with two added constructs:

• The ability to sample from distributions.

• The ability to condition random variables by specifying observa-
tions of other random variables.

Many probabilistic programming languages and systems have
been proposed in the last decades. Some of these are based on
probabilistic graphical models and provide a simple programmatic
way of specifying them [11], and some are more expressive,
containing specific graphical models as a subset of their expressible
models [14, 45].

As an example of how probabilistic programming can have greater
expressiveness than graphical models, consider the program and the
corresponding Bayesian network in Figure 2.6. There is one random
variable z depending on the outcome of three other random variables
b, x, and y. From the program in Figure 2.6a, we clearly see that, given
a value for b, z is actually independent of either x or y. These sort of
conditional independencies cannot be captured by a graphical model.
Using d-separation, we can conclude from Figure 2.6b that

z 6⊥ x | b (2.19)
z 6⊥ y | b (2.20)

regardless of the outcome of b. This demonstrates a deficiency of
graphical models.

The above concerns the syntax and expressiveness of probabilis-
tic programming. We now turn to the semantics of a probabilistic
program—how are they different from ordinary programs? The dif-
ference is obviously that probabilistic programs describe probabilistic
models, whereas ordinary programs describe steps of execution. This
is an important difference: probabilistic programs do not necessarily define
steps of execution, in the same way that probabilistic graphical models
do not define steps of execution—they are simply a representation of
a probabilistic model. The execution of ordinary programs is handled
by the runtime environment, either by the underlying (possibly vir-
tual) machine, or by an interpreter. In contrast, probabilistic programs
are handled by an inference algorithm (Section 2.3), which can either
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1 b ~ Bern(0.5);
2 x ~ Normal(0,1);
3 y ~ Normal(4,2);
4 if (b) then
5 z ~ Normal(x,3);
6 else
7 z ~ Normal(4,y);
8 return b, x, y, z;

(a)

bx y

z

(b)

Figure 2.6: A case where probabilistic programming has greater ex-
pressiveness than graphical models. Figure (a) shows a probabilistic
program and (b) an attempt to represent the program with a graphical
model.

directly analyze the program to produce a solution, or execute it re-
peatedly to produce (possibly dependent) samples that in turn can be
used to produce a solution. Figure 2.7 shows the conceptual difference
between ordinary and probabilistic programs. Ordinary programs are
given an input, and from it produces an output. Probabilistic pro-
grams can instead be thought of as being given an output (the observa-
tions), and producing a probability distribution over, or some property
of, all possible inputs (the unobserved random variables, or a subset
of them). This can be related to Bayes’ theorem , in which a prior dis-
tribution over the input is updated based on some observations (the
output) through Bayes’ theorem. To relate this with the biased coin
example in Section 1.2, the output is the observed outcome when flip-
ping the coin (y), and the input—which we seek to determine—is the
probability distribution over the bias of the coin (x).

2.3 Probabilistic inference

The problem of probabilistic inference is that of calculating marginal
probability distributions, or properties of, a set of one or more unob-
served random variables Y ⊆ X in a probabilistic model, optionally
given a set of observed random variables Z ⊆ X, also in the model.
That is, we want to calculate posterior distributions of the form p(y|z),
where y is a tuple of outcomes corresponding to the set of unobserved
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Input

Program

Output

(a)

Input

Program

Output

(b)

p(x|y)

p(y|x)p(x)
p(y)

y

(c)

Figure 2.7: The difference between ordinary programs (a) and proba-
bilistic programs (b), in relation to Bayes’ theorem (c). Figure adapted
from Wood [44].

random variables, and z is a tuple of outcomes corresponding to the
set of observed random variables. This is for instance often used for
parameter learning given a data set, where the parameters are mod-
eled as unobserved random variables, and the data set as observed
random variables. Alternatively, we might want to compute the ex-
pected value of functions f of these random variables:

E(f) =
∫
f(y)p(y|z)dy (2.21)

An example is the function f(y) = y, which simply yields the expected
value of p(y|z).

To perform such inference, we can classify inference algorithms
broadly into exact and approximate classes [3]. Approximate algorithms
can further be divided into deterministic and stochastic classes. These
classes of algorithms are outlined in the following sections.

2.3.1 Exact inference

Exact inference algorithms does not, as one might guess, scale for
probabilistic models in general. They also only operate on a restricted
set of graphical models in which vertices are either discrete or
linear-Gaussian [29].

The most successful algorithm for exact inference is belief propaga-
tion [31], which, in addition to the above restrictions, is defined for
probabilistic graphical models in the form of trees. Belief propagation
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takes linear time in the number of random variables of the tree [3], and
therefore scale well.

Exact inference in general graphical models is not as straightfor-
ward. An extension of belief propagation to general graphical models
is known as the junction tree algorithm [25], in which some random vari-
ables in the graph are joined to produce a tree on which belief propa-
gation can be run. The problem is, however, that these joined vertices
causes the algorithm to run in exponential time in the number of ran-
dom variables within these vertices [29]. Therefore, in general, the
algorithm does not scale.

Simple conjugate relationships between two random variables (de-
scribed in Section 2.1) can also be regarded as a very local form of
exact inference. The conjugate relationship can, in essence, be seen as
a connected Bayesian network with two random variables X and Y as
shown in Figure 2.8a. The conjugate relationship then allow two forms
of exact closed-form solution inference:

• Finding the marginal p(y) =
∫
X
p(y|x)p(x)dx

• When Y is observed (Figure 2.8b), finding the conditioned distri-
bution p(x|y) through Bayes’ theorem.

With the relationship between the beta and Bernoulli distributions
given in Section 1.2, the second item is the one we have already seen
in (1.1). The conjugate prior relationship between the beta and
Bernoulli distributions furthermore make it possible to express the
marginal distribution p(y) (the first item in the list above) with the
closed-form expression

p(y) =

∫
X

p(y|x)p(x)dx = Bern
(

α

α + β

)
(2.22)

where α and β are the same as in (1.1).
In theory, a conjugate relationship is only a sufficient condition for

the existence of closed-form solutions for the above formulas—it is not
a necessary condition. That is, there might be other, non-conjugate,
relationships between random variables for which you have closed-
form solutions for the above formulas as well.

For probabilistic models that cannot be represented as graphical
models or does not adhere to the above restrictions, exact inference
is, in general, not possible. In fact, even exact inference in Bayesian
networks is NP-hard, as shown by Cooper [7].
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X

Y

(a)

X

Y

(b)

Figure 2.8: The Bayesian network of a conjugate relationship between
two random variables X and Y . Figure (a) shows the network without
any observations, and (b) shows when Y has been observed.

2.3.2 Approximate inference

The limitations of exact inference make it obvious that other
approaches are necessary. Such approaches are collectively referred to
as approximate inference algorithms. These approximate algorithms
come in two classes: deterministic and stochastic inference
algorithms. In expressive probabilistic programming languages,
where generic inference is needed, such algorithms are commonly
used. As with exact inference algorithms, most approximate inference
algorithms were originally defined for graphical models. A
significant challenge in probabilistic programming is therefore to
make approximate inference algorithms compatible with probabilistic
programs, and at the same time preserve their efficiency.

Deterministic approximate inference algorithms performs
inference through analytical simplifications, and can therefore
never give exact solutions [3]. Variational methods [42], mentioned in
Section 1.5, are an example of algorithms performing such inference.

Stochastic approximate inference algorithms instead performs in-
ference through sampling. This is an important difference compared to
exact and deterministic approximate inference algorithms, which di-
rectly produce results. More commonly known as Monte Carlo meth-
ods, they approach the exact solution when the number of samples
tend towards infinity—in contrast with the deterministic approach,
which cannot give exact solutions. Importance sampling is a very basic
algorithm performing such inference. In the context of probabilistic
programs, it works by simply running the program multiple times to
produce multiple samples, without any correlation between the pro-
gram runs (or the samples). When an observe is encountered, a weight
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connected with this execution is updated. This weight is updated by
multiplying it with the probability of the observation given the current
state of the program being run. Hence, program runs in which the ob-
servations are more likely are given larger weights. The weights rep-
resent the relative importance (hence the name importance sampling)
of each sample. Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods [16] and
Sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) methods [8] are examples of more ad-
vanced algorithms also performing such inference.

Estimators

To make use of the samples generated by Monte Carlo methods, esti-
mators are often used. An estimator is a function that produces an esti-
mate of some random variable, given a set of samples of that random
variable. Relating this to (2.21), an estimator estimates that expected
value by

θ = E(f) =
∫
f(y)p(y|z)dy ≈ 1

|Y |
∑
y∈Y

f(y) = θ̂(Y ) (2.23)

where Y is a set of samples from p(y|z). The entity which we wish
to estimate is usually denoted θ, and an estimator for this entity is
denoted θ̂. As an example, an estimator could be a function that, given
a sample of a random variable, estimates the mean (as in Section 2.2)
or the standard deviation of the underlying probability distribution that
generated the sample.

Estimators can alternatively be seen as a function of the random
variable that generated the set of samples. In this case, the estimator is
a random variable as well. When regarding an estimator θ̂ as a random
variable, two important properties of it are the variance

Var(θ̂) = E[(θ̂ − E(θ̂))2] (2.24)

and the bias
Bias(θ̂) = E(θ̂)− θ (2.25)

The variance is the spread of the estimations given different samples,
and the bias is the difference between the true entity and the expected
value of the estimator. Combined, the variance and the bias give the
mean squared error:

MSE(θ̂) = Var(θ̂) + (Bias(θ̂))2 = E[(θ̂ − θ)2] (2.26)
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The mean squared error is the expected value of the squared distance
between θ̂ and θ, and is used to measure the quality of an estimator.

2.4 Clojure

Clojure [17] is a dynamic, general-purpose programming language,
and is used as a host language for the Anglican probabilistic program-
ming language. It is a dialect of Lisp [38] and is compiled to Java vir-
tual machine bytecode. Clojure, and Lisp languages in general, have
two quite unique features:

• They are homoiconic, meaning that their source code is expressed
as data structures in the language itself.

• They have powerful macro systems, enabled by the homoiconic-
ity. For Clojure, the macro system allows for modification of
source code (i.e., Clojure data structures) prior to compilation.

A regular programming language usually transforms its source code
as in Figure 2.9a. The source code is tokenized by a lexer, and the
tokens are parsed, producing a syntax tree which is then passed to
the next phase of the compiler. Clojure, in comparison, does not have
a separate lexer and parser, as shown in Figure 2.9b. Instead, this
joint task is handled by the reader. This simplification is possible since
Clojure source code is expressed directly as Clojure data structures. In
other words, the source code and the syntax tree is much more closely
coupled than in most other programming languages. This allows for
straightforward manipulation of Clojure source code in Clojure itself.

To make this source code manipulation straightforward, Clojure
supplies a macro system. User defined macros are used in a compila-
tion phase known as macro expansion. This phase occur after the reader
phase, as shown in Figure 2.9b. The macro system can most notably be
used to implement other programming languages on top of Clojure, as
is the case with Anglican.

2.5 Anglican

Anglican is a functional probabilistic programming language which is
implemented on top of Clojure. This section contains a high level sum-
mary of Tolpin et al. [39], focusing on aspects relevant for this thesis.
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Source code
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Syntax tree

Rest of compiler
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(a)
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Syntax tree
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Syntax tree

Rest of compiler

Target-machine code

(b)

Figure 2.9: Figure (a) shows the early compilation phases of common
compiled programming languages. Adapted from Aho, Sethi, and Ull-
man [1]. Figure (b) shows the early compilation phases of the Clojure
programming language.
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The syntax of Anglican look very much like the syntax of its host,
Clojure. Anglican programs exist within Clojure source code, with
the boundary between the two languages given by the query and fm
macros. query defines an Anglican query that can be executed by an
inference algorithm, and fm allows for declaration of Anglican helper
functions, analogously to regular Clojure functions which are defined
with fn. The boundary between Clojure and Anglican is illustrated in
Figure 2.10.

The semantics of Anglican are, however, very different from the
semantics of Clojure. An Anglican program is meant to be executed
repeatedly by one of many inference algorithms included in Angli-
can, while a Clojure program is simply meant to be executed linearly,
as it is written. This repeated execution of an Anglican program is
needed because of two language constructs—sample and observe—
corresponding to the two constructs described in Section 2.2.2. At
these checkpoints, the inference algorithm might affect control flow and
record information. Because the inference algorithm might also store
information for each checkpoint that is shared between program ex-
ecutions, these checkpoints need to have unique addresses to match
them between different program runs. These addresses are generated
at compile time for each checkpoint in the source code. This is, how-
ever, not enough. Branching and function calls in the program can
make it so that a single checkpoint is called an arbitrary number of
times, and possibly also in different orders with other checkpoints in-
terleaved. For many inference algorithms, a mapping needs to be es-
tablished between these different invocations of the same checkpoint
in different program runs. Anglican solves this with a variation of the
addressing scheme presented in Wingate, Stuhlmueller, and Goodman
[43]. The details of this scheme are not directly relevant for this thesis,
and are therefore not described here.

To enable inference algorithms to affect control flow and record
information at checkpoints, the Anglican source code is compiled to
continuation-passing style Clojure source code. This compilation is en-
tirely written in Clojure through the macros shown in Figure 2.10. A
continuation-passing style program is a program in which functions
never return—instead, they call a continuation with their result. This
continuation is passed as a parameter to the function itself. An ex-
ample of continuation-passing style in Clojure is given in Figure 2.11
for the well-known factorial function. Note that instead of returning
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Clojure and Anglican source code

Reader

Clojure and Anglican syntax tree
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Rest of compiler

query, fm

Target-machine code

Figure 2.10: The compilation of Anglican programs into Clojure with
the macros query and fm.

a value, the continuation-passing style version instead calls the sup-
plied continuation with the computed value as argument. In Angli-
can, using continuation-passing style means that the flow of execution
becomes explicit and can be maintained by the inference algorithms
at checkpoints. To avoid indefinite stack growth by never actually
returning from a function call, a technique known as trampolining is
used in Anglican. This technique is often used to implement tail call
optimization in functional programming languages that do not have
native support for this, such as Clojure. With trampolining, instead
of calling the continuation with the computed result, the continua-
tion call is wrapped in a thunk and returned. The thunk is a function
without arguments that, when called, calls the function contained in
it. The trampoline can then iteratively call these thunks, continuing
until a function call returns something other than a thunk. In the case
of Anglican, this will happen for checkpoints, where a data record is
returned instead of a thunk. This data record is then sent to the infer-
ence algorithm. The data record also contains a continuation, to allow
the inference algorithm to continue execution where it stopped.

In addition to controlling the flow of execution, many
inference algorithms need to maintain a state for each execution.
Continuation-passing style can be used to solve this: functions in the
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compiled Anglican program simply passes this state alongside its
computed value to its continuation. In this way, the state is always
available at checkpoints for use and modification by the inference
algorithm. A consequence of this is that every Anglican function
needs two additional parameters in its final compiled form: the
continuation and the state. This is incompatible with already existing
Clojure functions. To allow calling Clojure functions from Anglican,
Clojure functions are therefore marked as primitive in the compiler
and handled accordingly. Note that the continuation and state
arguments are added by the compiler, and the user is not required to
be aware of them.

We close this section with an example of the (unoptimized) pro-
gram in Figure 1.1 written in Anglican. The program is shown in Fig-
ure 2.12 (defquery is a convenience wrapper for the query macro,
that also binds the query to a name so that it can be referenced later
on). Note that it is not possible to separate the declaration of a random
variable, as we did in the example in Section 1.2, from the sampling or
observation of it. For delayed sampling, such a separation is needed,
at least for sampling, because we do not want to sample a random vari-
able as soon as we create it. This separation is discussed in Chapter 3.
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1 (defn factorial [n]
2 (if (= n 0)
3 1
4 (* n (factorial (- n 1)))))

(a)

1 (defn factorial [n c]
2 (if (= n 0)
3 (c 1)
4 (factorial
5 (- n 1)
6 (fn [r] (c (* r n))))))

(b)

Figure 2.11: The factorial function written in Clojure. Figure (a) shows
the regular version, while (b) is written in CPS and hence take an ex-
tra argument—the continuation. In (b), if n = 0, we simply call the
continuation with the value 1. If not 0, we need to do a recursive call.
Looking at (a), we see that what is initially computed by this specific
function call is (- n 1)—the rest is dependent on the result of the re-
cursive function call. This is made explicit in (b), and the continuation
passed to the recursive factorial function call contains the opera-
tion to perform when there exists a value r for the recursive call. In
this way, the continuation grows with each recursive call until a call
in which n = 0 is reached. At this point the outermost continuation
is called with the value 1, recursively calling the inner continuations
until the final continuation for the original function call can be called
with the final result. This is equivalent to storing the entire call stack
in the arguments of the recursive function calls.
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1 (defquery coin
2 (let [x (sample (beta 2 2))]
3 (observe (bernoulli x) 1)
4 x))

Figure 2.12: The coin example, written in Anglican. At line 1, we state
the name of the query. At line 2, we sample a beta distribution and
binds the produced variate to x (note the difference from PROB, where
we did not explicitly call this sample.). Line 3 then observes a value
of 1 from a Bernoulli distribution, corresponding to Y in the original
example. Note that the declaration and observation of Y are merged
in Anglican, in contrast with PROB. Finally, at line 4, we return our
sampled value x. With importance sampling, the sole purpose of line
3 is to—as a side effect—assign a weight to this sample.





Chapter 3

Delayed sampling

This chapter describes delayed sampling—a method for partially using
exact inference in combination with Monte Carlo inference algorithms
in probabilistic programming languages. More specifically, this chap-
ter contains the following main sections:

• An introduction to delayed sampling with examples.

• The formalization of delayed sampling.

• The implementation of this formalization in the probabilistic pro-
gramming language Anglican.

3.1 Introduction and examples

As seen in the example given in Section 1.2, the motivation for delay-
ing sampling of a distribution is to, by using closed-form solutions,
incorporate observations in a probabilistic program prior to sampling.
This can reduce mean squared error of estimators which are based on
samples generated by the program, as we will show in this chapter.
The remainder of this section gives an intuitive but informal introduc-
tion to delayed sampling, and we defer the formal specification to Sec-
tion 3.2.

First, remember that a probabilistic program has constructs,
or functions, for sampling of and observing values for probability
distributions [15]. In our initial coin example from Section 1.2, we
sampled the distribution of x when a value was needed to initialize
the distribution of y. After this, we observed a value for the

35
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distribution of y. These are the two basic functions operating on
probability distributions. With delayed sampling, we also consider
two additional functions, namely marginalize and condition. We
introduced these functions in Section 2.3.1 without explicitly naming
them. For two random variables X and Y with a closed-form solution
relationship between them, these functions do the following:

• marginalize(Y ) computes p(y) given p(y|x) and p(x).

• condition(Y ) computes p(x|y) given p(x), p(y|x), and an outcome
y of Y .

Lastly, we also introduce a function named add for keeping track of
new random variables seen in our program. We give this in two ver-
sions: add(Y ) and add(X, Y ). For the initial coin example, the first ver-
sion is used when defining both x and y. The second version allows us
to delay the sampling of probability distributions for random variables
by keeping track of closed-form solution relationships between them.
This will shortly become more clear with some examples. To quickly
summarize, we have informally introduced the following functions:

• sample(Y )

• observe(Y, value)

• marginalize(Y )

• condition(Y )

• add(Y )

• add(X, Y )

We will show the operation of delayed sampling with these functions
through a set of examples. The examples are probabilistic programs
in PROB syntax which are executed line-by-line, showing the process
of producing a single sample with the importance sampling algorithm
(with delayed sampling enabled). For each line, executed functions
are shown. We also show the tracking of closed-form solution relation-
ships initialized by the add(X, Y ) function with a dynamic graph that
is mutated when executing the above functions. Each random vari-
able in the program has a corresponding vertex in the graph, and each
closed-form solution relationship initialized by add(X, Y ) is shown by
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a directed edge X → Y . In the presence of such an edge, we say that
Y is a child of X , and that X is a parent of Y . For clarity, we will subse-
quently talk about vertices instead of random variables. Every vertex
in the graph can be in one of three states:

• Initialized. A vertex Y added by the add(X, Y ) function that has
not yet been marginalized. This corresponds to a random vari-
able with a conditional distribution p(y|x), where X has not yet
been given a value.

• Marginalized. A vertex Y added by the add(Y ) function, or a ver-
tex added by the add(X, Y ) function that has been marginalized.
This corresponds to a random variable with a marginal distribu-
tion p(y).

• Realized. A vertex Y for which sample(Y ) or observe(Y, value) has
been called.

The following vertex notation is used:

A vertex in the initialized state.

A vertex in the marginalized state.

A vertex in the marginalized state that has been conditioned by a
child at least once. This notation is used purely for illustrative
purposes and is not a separate state.

A vertex in the realized state.

With the above functions and graph representation, we can now
detail how the optimization that was performed in Section 1.2 is per-
formed with delayed sampling. Figure 3.1 shows this.

3.1.1 Multiple coin flips

Let us now rewrite the simple coin example so that we, instead of flip-
ping the coin only once, flip it three times. Just as for the example with
the single coin flip, we want to infer the distribution for the bias of the
coin. The probabilistic program is shown in Figure 3.2. We can, in real-
ity, do the conjugate prior relationship optimization by just analyzing
the program statically as we did in Section 1.2. Here, we will instead
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Program Operation Graph
x ~ Beta(2,2); add(x) x

y ~ Bern(x); add(x,y) x y

observe(y == 1); marginalize(y) x y

observe(y, 1) x y

condition(y) x y

return x; sample(x) x y

Figure 3.1: The generation of a sample for the program in Figure 1.1a.
The random variable x is first added as a vertex in the graph. Be-
cause it is a root vertex with no parent, it is directly in the marginal-
ized state. When adding y, however, we use the add function with two
arguments: a parent and a child. This initializes a closed-form solution
relationship between x and y, shown as an edge between their respec-
tive vertices. Next, we observe y. This causes a chain of operations
for y: marginalizing, observing, and conditioning. After condition-
ing, x has a new distribution—namely a Beta(3, 2) distribution, as was
the case in Section 1.2. Lastly, we sample this distribution in order to
return a value for x.

1 x ~ Beta(2,2);
2 o[1] = 1; o[2] = 1; o[3] = 0;
3 for (i in 1..3)
4 y[i] ~ Bern(x);
5 observe(y[i] == o[i]);
6 return x;

Figure 3.2: A coin which is observed three times.
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Program Operation Graph

x ~ Beta(2,2); add(x)

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

y[1] ~ Bern(x); add(x,y[1])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

observe(y[1] == o[1]); marginalize(y[1])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

observe(y[1], 1)

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

condition(y[1])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

y[2] ~ Bern(x); add(x,y[2])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

observe(y[2] == o[2]); marginalize(y[2])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

observe(y[2], 1)

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

condition(y[2])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

y[3] ~ Bern(x); add(x,y[3])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

observe(y[3] == o[3]); marginalize(y[3])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

observe(y[3], 0)

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

condition(y[3])

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

return x; sample(x)

x

y[2]y[1] y[3]

Figure 3.3: The generation of a sample for the program in Figure 3.2.
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1 x ~ Beta(2,2);
2 y[1] ~ Bern(x);
3 y[2] ~ Bern(x);
4 observe(y[1] == 1);
5 observe(y[2] == 1);
6 return x;

Figure 3.4: A coin which is observed two times, with different program
ordering.

x

y[1] y[2]

(a)

x

y[1] y[2]

(b)

Figure 3.5: The invalid marginalization introduced by eager marginal-
ization. Figure (a) shows the initial graph after eager marginalization.
Figure (b) shows the invalid marginalization of y[2] after sampling
and conditioning y[1].

demonstrate how this is handled dynamically with delayed sampling.
This is shown in Figure 3.3.

A variation of this example is good for showing why the initial-
ized state is necessary for vertices. Why not marginalize directly, or
eagerly, when calling the add(X, Y ) function, as is done when calling
the add(Y ) function? Consider what would happen when changing
the program in Figure 3.2 to have two observations ordered slightly
differently, like in Figure 3.4. If we would marginalize directly, the
ordering of the program would cause delayed sampling to create the
graph structure shown in Figure 3.5a. When observing y[1] at line
4, x will get conditioned by the value of y[1]. This causes y[2]
to have an invalid marginalization, because the marginalization was
performed from the previous distribution of x. The result, with the
invalid marginalization shown as , is shown in Figure 3.5b. The
dashed line indicates that there used to be an edge at this location,
and that it has been removed by conditioning. A straightforward way
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1 b ~ Bern(0.5);
2 if (b)
3 x ~ Beta(2,2);
4 else
5 x ~ Uniform(0,0.5);
6 y ~ Bern(x);
7 observe(y == 1);
8 return x;

Figure 3.6: A coin with a complex prior distribution for the bias.

to solve this for Figure 3.5 is to simply remarginalize y[2]. In gen-
eral, this remarginalization can however be a costly operation, and it is
not enough to ensure correctness—as we will see when discussing tree
graph structures in Section 3.1.4. For now, note that our approach with
the initialized state will resolve this problem without any remarginal-
ization. This is because y[2] is not marginalized until after y[1] has
been conditioned and observed.

3.1.2 A coin with complex prior

We now look at another variation of the simple coin example. This
modified example is shown in Figure 3.6. The difference compared to
the simpler coin example is the more complex prior distribution over
x, described by the first 5 lines. This prior distribution is a mixture
of both a beta distribution and a uniform distribution on the interval
[0, 0.5]. The probability density function for this is shown in Figure 3.7.
For the initial coin example, we could statically analyze the program
and optimize it with the conjugate prior relationship between the beta
and Bernoulli distributions. This is clearly not possible in this case,
because the prior distribution is no longer a pure beta distribution.
The prior distribution will, however, be a beta distribution in 50%
of the program runs. In those runs, we can use the conjugate prior
relationship—if we do this optimization dynamically, at runtime. This is
what is done with delayed sampling.

In Figure 3.8, we show how a sample is generated when the out-
come of b is false (or 0). In Figure 3.9, we instead show how the sample
is generated with the conjugate prior relationship when the outcome
of b is true (or 1).
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1
0

0.5

1

1.5

x

p(
x
)

Figure 3.7: The prior distribution for the bias of the coin given in Fig-
ure 3.6.

Program Operation Graph

b ~ Bern(0.5); add(b) b

else sample(b) b

x ~ Uniform(0,0.5); add(x) b x

y ~ Bern(x); sample(x) b x

add(y) b x y

observe(y == 1); observe(y, 1) b x y

return x; b x y

Figure 3.8: The generation of a sample for the program in Figure 3.6
when the outcome of b is 0. Note that it is not possible to perform
any conditioning in this case, because the uniform distribution is not a
conjugate prior to the Bernoulli distribution.
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Program Operation Graph

b ~ Bern(0.5); add(b) b

if (b) sample(b) b

x ~ Beta(2,2); add(x) b x

y ~ Bern(x); add(x,y) b x y

observe(y == 1); marginalize(y) b x y

observe(y, 1) b x y

condition(y) b x y

return x; sample(x) b x y

Figure 3.9: The generation of a sample for the program in Figure 3.6
when the outcome of b is 1.

3.1.3 A chain of normal distributions

To demonstrate how more complex graphs can be generated with de-
layed sampling, we need another conjugate prior relationship to work
with, since the beta-Bernoulli relationship results in a maximum tree
depth of 1. In order to find a relationship which can generate trees of
arbitrary depth, we need the likelihood p(y|x) to have the same distri-
bution as the prior p(x) (and the posterior p(x|y)). A common conju-
gate relationship with this property is the relationship between a nor-
mally distributed random variable with another normally distributed
random variable as mean [28]:

p(x) = N (µ0, σ
2
0) ∧ p(y|x) = N (x, σ2)

=⇒ p(x|y) = N

((
µ0

σ2
0

+
y

σ2

)/(
1

σ2
0

+
1

σ2

)
,

(
1

σ2
0

+
1

σ2

)−1)
∧ p(y) = N (µ0, σ

2
0 + σ2)

(3.1)

For example, with p(x) = N (1, 2), p(y|x) = N (x, 3), and an outcome
y = 2,

p(x|y) = N

((
1

22
+

2

32

)/(
1

22
+

1

32

)
,

(
1

22
+

1

32

)−1)
≈ N (1.3, 2.77)

p(y) = N (1, 2 + 3) = N (1, 5)

(3.2)

With the above, we can define chains (and even trees, as we will
see in the next section) of conjugate prior relationships, as is done in
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1 x ~ Normal(0, 1);
2 y ~ Normal(x, 2);
3 z ~ Normal(y, 3);
4 observe(z == 1.2);
5 return x;

Figure 3.10: A chain of normal distributions.

Program Operation Graph

x ~ Normal(0, 1); add(x) x y z

y ~ Normal(x, 2); add(x,y) x y z

z ~ Normal(y, 3); add(y,z) x y z

observe(z == 1.2); marginalize(y) x y z

marginalize(z) x y z

observe(z, 1.2) x y z

condition(z) x y z

return x; sample(y) x y z

condition(y) x y z

sample(x) x y z

Figure 3.11: The generation of a sample for the program in Figure 3.10.

the program in Figure 3.10. The program samples from the root vertex
x, given an observation of 1.2 for the leaf vertex z. The handling of
this example by delayed sampling is shown in Figure 3.11

3.1.4 A tree of normal distributions

In this section, we will show an example of a probabilistic program
generating a tree graph structure for delayed sampling. First, however,
let us consider the implications on delayed sampling of this tree struc-
ture. Consider the program in Figure 3.12. After line 5, we will have
the graph shown in Figure 3.13a. At line 6, x[3] will be marginal-
ized, observed, and conditioned back on x[1]. This causes an invalid
marginalization for x[2] that cannot be resolved through remarginal-
ization, as shown in Figure 3.13b. The vertex notation is used to
denote a vertex that has been both conditioned by a child and has an in-
valid marginalization. We cannot recover from this—if we remarginal-
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1 x[1] ~ Normal(0, 1)
2 x[2] ~ Normal(x[1], 1)
3 x[3] ~ Normal(x[1], 1)
4 x[4] ~ Normal(x[2], 1)
5 observe(x[4] == 0.4);
6 observe(x[3] == -0.1);
7 return x[2];

Figure 3.12: A program with a problematic tree structure.

x[1]

x[2] x[3]

x[4]

(a)

x[1]

x[2] x[3]

x[4]

(b)

Figure 3.13: The complication with trees. Figure (a) shows the initial
graph after sampling x[4]. Figure (b) shows the invalid marginaliza-
tion of x[2] after observing x[3].

ize x[2], we lose the conditioning performed by x[4]. To solve this, we
use the following rule for delayed sampling: if a vertex has a marginal-
ized child, this child must sample and condition before another child
is allowed to marginalize. This rule is demonstrated for our program
in Figure 3.14.

We now show the exact operation of delayed sampling on the pro-
gram in Figure 3.15. This is shown in Figure 3.16. The rule for avoiding
the problem introduced in the previous paragraph can be seen in the
example when observing x[4]. At this point, the already marginal-
ized child of x[1], namely x[2], must sample and condition. When
applying the rule, we say that we “retract” a marginalized child. This
operation is introduced properly in Section 3.2. Additionally, after
having observed a value for x[1], we can simply marginalize any re-
maining children (all of which will be in the initialized state). We say
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x[1]

x[2] x[3]

x[4]

(a)

x[1]

x[2] x[3]

x[4]

(b)

x[1]

x[2] x[3]

x[4]

(c)

Figure 3.14: The rule for avoiding the issue in Figure 3.13. Figure (a)
shows the initial graph after sampling x[4]. Figure (b) shows how
we sample and condition x[2] prior to marginalizing x[3]. Figure
(c) finally shows when x[3] has been sampled and conditioned.
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1 x[1] ~ Normal(0,1);
2 x[2] ~ Normal(x[1],2);
3 x[3] ~ Normal(x[2],3);
4 x[4] ~ Normal(x[1],4);
5 x[5] ~ Normal(x[1],5);
6 observe(x[3] == 2.4);
7 observe(x[4] == 1.2);
8 observe(x[1] == 0.7);
9 return x[1], x[2], x[3], x[4], x[5];

Figure 3.15: A tree of normal distributions.

that we “detach” the children of a vertex when doing this. This oper-
ation is somewhat special, because we marginalize the children based
on a value for the realized vertex. This simply means that we plug in
this value in the conditional distributions for the children, effectively
“marginalizing” them. Furthermore, because we cannot condition a
realized vertex (we can only condition vertices with probability dis-
tribtions), we also remove the edges to the children, making them root
vertices in new separate trees. In the example, this operation is de-
noted with E \ (x, y). The details of the detach operation is introduced
properly in Section 3.2.

3.1.5 A linear-Gaussian state-space model

As our final example, we will show how delayed sampling naturally
yields the well-known Kalman filter [21] for a small one-dimensional
linear-Gaussian state-space model. We will also use a similar model
for the evaluation of the Anglican implementation of delayed sam-
pling in Chapter 4.

For this model, we first note that a linear combination aX+b, where
X is normally distributed, and a and b are scalars, is also normally
distributed. More specifically, we have that

X ∼ N (µ, σ2) =⇒ aX + b ∼ N (aµ+ b, (aσ)2) (3.3)

Because of this, we can encode conjugate prior relationships such as
p(y|x) = N (ax+b, σ2) in the same way as before (since the mean is still
normally distributed).
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Program Operation Graph
x[1] ~ Normal(0,1);
x[2] ~ Normal(x[1],2);
x[3] ~ Normal(x[2],3);
x[4] ~ Normal(x[1],4);
x[5] ~ Normal(x[1],5);

add(x[1])
add(x[1],x[2])
add(x[2],x[3])
add(x[1],x[4])
add(x[1],x[5])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

observe(x[3] == 2.4); marginalize(x[2])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

marginalize(x[3])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

observe(x[3], 2.4)

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

condition(x[3])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

observe(x[4] == 1.2); sample(x[2])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

condition(x[2])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

marginalize(x[4])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

observe(x[4], 1.2)

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

condition(x[4])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

observe(x[1] == 0.7); observe(x[1], 0.7)

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

marginalize(x[5])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

E \ (x[1],x[5])
x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

return x[1], x[2]
x[3], x[4], x[5]; sample(x[5])

x[1] x[4]

x[2]

x[5]

x[3]

Figure 3.16: The generation of a sample for the program in Figure 3.15.
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1 o[1] = 0.4; o[2] = 0.9; o[3] = -0.1;
2 x[1] ~ Normal(0,1);
3 y[1] ~ Normal(x[1],1);
4 observe(y[1] == o[1])
5 for (i in 2..3)
6 x[i] ~ Normal(3*x[i-1],1);
7 y[i] ~ Normal(x[i],1);
8 observe(y[i] == o[i]);
9 return x[1];

Figure 3.17: A linear-Gaussian state-space model.

The state-space model is shown in Figure 3.17. It contains three
instances of time, each with a hidden state and an observation. We
seek the probability distributions over the first state, x[1], given one
observation for each of the three time instances. This is called smooth-
ing1. The handling of this example by delayed sampling is shown in
Figure 3.18.

3.2 Formalization

3.2.1 Probability distributions

We begin our formalization by formally defining the sample and
observe functions operating on probability distributions. They give
the foundation upon which delayed sampling is built.

• The declaration of the sample function is shown in (3.4).

sample : P → O (3.4)

The sample function takes a probability distribution p ∈ P and
produces a random outcome o ∈ O with probabilities given by
p. We define O to be the set of all possible random outcomes.
Because it can produce different outcomes for the same input,
the declaration of sample in (3.4) is in reality not complete: it
requires a source of randomness as input in addition to p. For this

1So this is really an example of Kalman smoothing, not Kalman filtering. Filtering
would instead be to predict the next state, based on all previous observations.
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Program Operation Graph

x[1] ~ Normal(0,1); add(x[1]) x[1]

y[1] ~ Normal(x[1],1); add(x[1],y[1])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

observe(y[1] == o[1]) marginalize(y[1])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

observe(y[1], 0.4)

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

condition(y[1])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

x[2] ~ Normal(3*x[1],1); add(x[1],x[2])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

y[2] ~ Normal(x[2],1); add(x[2],y[2])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

observe(x[2] == o[2]) marginalize(x[2])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

marginalize(y[2])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

observe(y[2], 0.9)

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

condition(y[2])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

· · · · · · · · ·

condition(y[3])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

return x[1]; sample(x[3])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

condition(x[3])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

sample(x[2])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

condition(x[2])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

sample(x[1])

x[1]

y[1]

x[2]

y[2]

x[3]

y[3]

Figure 3.18: The generation of a sample for the program in Figure 3.17.
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formalization, this source of randomness is implicit and therefore
omitted from the above declaration.

Note that, for our examples in the previous section, the sample
function was used a bit differently: we called it with a vertex as
argument, not with a probability distribution. This was simply
to give a better intuition for the graph operations. From now on,
we will instead use this more precise definition.

• The declaration of the observe function is shown in (3.5).

observe : P ×O → R (3.5)

The observe function takes a probability distribution p ∈ P , and
an outcome o ∈ O, and produces the probability density (con-
tinuous distribution) or probability mass (discrete distribution)
p(o) ∈ R.

Just as with the sample function, we previously used observe

with vertices instead of with probability distributions to give a
better intuition for the graph operations. From now on, we will
instead use this more precise definition.

In addition to the above, sample and observe also have other side-
effects depending on the inference algorithm for the probabilistic pro-
gram. These side-effects are not of direct relevance for this formaliza-
tion, and has hence been omitted.

3.2.2 Data structure

Formally, delayed sampling is enabled by a graph data structure G =

(V,E, q, fm, fc), where

• V is a set of vertices, each corresponding to a random variable
defined by the probabilistic program. For example, the line of
code x ~ Beta(2,2) defines a random variable x with a beta
distribution.

• E ⊂ V × V is a set of directed edges representing the relation-
ships between vertices. For later convenience, we define Vp(v) =
{u | (u, v) ∈ E} and Vc(v) = {u | (v, u) ∈ E} for all v ∈ V .
These two sets correspond to the parents, and children, of a ver-
tex v, respectively. In this formalization, we have the constraint
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qi qm qr
dist value

(a)

qm qr
value

(b)

Figure 3.19: The states and one-way transitions of a vertex, shown as
two alternative state machines. The state machine in (a) is used when
creating vertices with a parent, and (b) when creating vertices without
a parent. The states qi, qm, and qr are the initialized, marginalized, and
realized states, respectively.

|Vp(v)| ≤ 1 to ensure that we are only working with trees, which
we will see is required in a later section.

• q : V → {ε} ∪ P ∪ O is a function giving the data for a vertex.
The data can either be nothing (ε), a probability distribution, or
an outcome. The state of a vertex v is directly determined by this
function:

– Initialized, q(v) = ε.

– Marginalized, q(v) ∈ P .

– Realized, q(v) ∈ O.

The states are shown as a state machine in Figure 3.19. As we
will see when describing the algorithms shortly, it is not possible
to go back to a previous state. This is shown by the one-way
transitions in the figure. The functions dist and value that are
causing the transitions will be described in the next sections.

• fm : V → (P ∪ O → P ) maps each vertex v to a partial function.
This partial function produces a probability distribution that is
the marginal distribution of v, given the distribution for the par-
ent of v. Marginal distributions were introduced in Section 2.3.1.

We also allow marginalizing on an outcome of the parent. The in-
tegral p(y) =

∫
x
p(y|x)p(x)dx then simply becomes p(y) = p(y|x)

for the outcome x.
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The correctness of the partial function is outside of this formal-
ization, and has to be proved separately. See Section 2.3.1 for
more details and an example.

• fc : V → (P × O → P ) maps each vertex v to a partial function.
This partial function takes the current probability distribution for
the parent of v, and produces a new probability distribution for
the parent that has been conditioned on the outcome of v. Condi-
tioned distributions were introduced in Section 2.3.1.

Again, the correctness of the partial function is outside of this
formalization. See Section 2.3.1 for more details and an example.

This graph G is, in essence, a Bayesian network in which every local
relationship has a closed-form solution; these closed-form solutions
are given by the fm and fc functions.

3.2.3 Algorithms

The previous section describes the graph data structure G used for
delayed sampling. Here, we denote the set of all such graphs with
G. Furthermore, we define V to be the set of all vertices. With this
notation, we now declare partial functions for modifying a graph G.

Function declarations

From Section 3.1, remember that we used sample, observe,
marginalize, condition, and add to show how the delayed sampling
graph was modified. These functions are very basic, and simply
perform a single action on the graph, as we have seen. Here, we begin
by introducing the value and observeds functions. These functions
perform many actions, and contains recursive calls to other functions,
as we will see later. In our previous examples, these functions can be
thought of as encapsulating all of the operations for a single line of
program code. In combination with this, we also formally introduce
the add function. What value, observeds, and add have in common is
that they are the functions that are accessible to a programmer, either
explicitly, or implicitly through a compiler.

• The declaration of the value partial function is shown in (3.6).

value : V × G → O × G (3.6)
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The value function is used whenever a value is required for a ver-
tex in G. Given a vertex v in a graph G ∈ G, value returns a tuple
containing an outcome for this vertex and a potentially modi-
fied graph. The value function might call sample internally, and
therefore depends on a source of randomness which is omitted
here.

• The declaration of the observeds partial function is shown in (3.7).

observeds : V ×O × G → R× G (3.7)

The observeds function is a version of the observe function that
handles vertices in a delayed sampling graph instead of proba-
bility distributions. Its operation is similar to the value function,
but the outcome is instead provided, and the probability density
or mass for the outcome is returned instead of the outcome itself.
The observeds function calls the observe function internally, in the
same way that value calls sample internally.

• The declaration of the add partial function is shown in
(3.8), where we have defined Mf = (P ∪ O → P ) and
Cf = (P ×O → P ).

add : [(V ×Mf × Cf ) ∪ P ]× G → V × G (3.8)

Mf is a marginalization function that will be connected to the
newly added vertex through the fm function. Cf is a condition-
ing function that will be connected to the newly added vertex
through the fc function. As we have already mentioned when
discussing the fm and fc functions, the correctness of these func-
tions need to be guaranteed separately.

The add function is, as the name suggests, and as we have seen
in the previous examples, used to add new vertices to a graph.
The arguments can be either a parent vertex together with a
marginalization function and a conditioning function, or simply
a probability distribution. The former is used to add a vertex
with a parent, and the latter is used to add root vertices without
a parent.

Note that when we used add for our earlier examples, we simply
used vertices as arguments. As with sample and observe, this was
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done for pedagogical purposes. From now on, we will instead
use this precise version.

Next, we formally introduce functions that are internally used by the
above functions. These include the marginalize and condition func-
tions that we have seen previously.

• The declaration of the dist partial function is shown in (3.9).

dist : V × G → G (3.9)

The dist function is used to ensure that a vertex v in a graph G

has at least a distribution (i.e., q(v) 6= ε). It furthermore ensures
(through the retract function) that for all children vc of v, q(vc) =
ε. Intuitively, it should be thought of as a preparation step for
sampling or observing a value for the vertex v. The dist function
is used internally by value and observeds.

• The declaration of the marginalize partial function is shown in
(3.10).

marginalize : V × G → G (3.10)

Given a vertex v with q(v) = ε with a parent vp for which q(vp) 6=
ε, and a graph, it returns a modified graph in which v has been
marginalized (i.e., q(v) ∈ P ). This function is used by the dist
and detach functions.

• The declaration of the retract partial function is shown in (3.11).

retract : V × G → G (3.11)

The retract function is used internally by the dist function to “re-
tract” a marginalized child, if such a child exists. It does this by
simply calling value on this marginalized child. More specifi-
cally, if v has a child vc with q(vc) ∈ P , retract returns a graph in
which q(vc) ∈ O, given a vertex v and a graph. The retract func-
tion is used by dist to ensure that for all children vc of v, q(vc) = ε.

• The declaration of the detach partial function is shown in (3.12).

detach : V × G → G (3.12)

The detach function is used internally by the value and observeds
functions to “detach” all children of a vertex v. It does this by
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marginalizing all children based on the outcome of v. More
specifically, given a vertex v with q(v) ∈ O and a graph, where
all children vc of v have q(vc) = ε, it returns a graph in which
q(vc) ∈ P for all vc, and with the edges (v, vc) removed. This
function is used by value and observeds.

• The declaration of the condition partial function is shown in
(3.13).

condition : V × G → G (3.13)

Given a vertex v with q(v) ∈ O and a graph, it returns a graph in
which the distribution of the parent vp of v has been conditioned
on the outcome q(v). This function is used by value and observeds.

When a programmer calls the accessible value, observeds, or add func-
tions, the graph changes. In other words, a probabilistic program us-
ing delayed sampling dynamically builds and modifies a Bayesian net-
work as the program is being run. We have seen this earlier in the
examples.

Function definitions

In Algorithms 1, 2, and 3, we give the full definitions of the partial
functions value, observeds, and add, declared above. The internal func-
tions dist, marginalize, retract, detach, and condition, are defined in
Algorithms 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8. The following notation is used in the algo-
rithms:

• Small caps are used for functions defined in the algorithms, e.g.,
VALUE. Ordinary functional notation is used for functions de-
fined outside the algorithms, e.g. sample and observe.

• ← is used to denote assignment. It binds, and possibly overrides,
the symbol(s) on the left with the values given by the expression
on the right. The notation _ is used as a don’t-care symbol on the
left-hand side.

• For ease of notation, ≡ is used for synonyms. The notation x ≡ y

means that we define x to be a synonym for y, and vice versa.
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For further ease of notation, we also define functions insert and
remove as

insert(f, x, y) = {(a, b) | (a, b) ∈ f, a 6= x)} ∪ (x, y) (3.14)
remove(f, x) = {(a, b) | (a, b) ∈ f, a 6= x)} (3.15)

where f is a function. The insert function returns a new function in
which the existing mapping (x, z) is replaced by (x, y). If there is no
such existing mapping, (x, y) is simply added instead. The remove

function returns a function with the mapping for x removed.

Algorithm 1 The algorithm for the value function.

1: function VALUE(v,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: v ∈ V
3: if q(v) ∈ O then return q(v), G

4: G← DIST(v,G)
5: q ← insert(q, v, sample(q(v)))

6: G← DETACH(v,G)
7: G← CONDITION(v,G)
8: return q(v), G

Algorithm 2 The algorithm for the observeds function.

1: function OBSERVE-DS(v, o,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: v ∈ V, o ∈ O
3: G← DIST(v,G)
4: r ← observe(q(v), o)

5: q ← insert(q, v, o)

6: G← DETACH(v,G)
7: G← CONDITION(v,G)
8: return r,G

Time and space complexity

With some (perhaps quite strong) assumptions, we can see that the
algorithms in the previous section have the same time and space com-
plexity as a regular probabilistic programming system with only sam-
ple and observe constructs. We assume that we are dealing with trees,
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Algorithm 3 The algorithms for the add function.

1: function ADD(vp,m, c,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: vp ∈ V, q(vp) 6∈ O,m : P ∪O → P, c : P ×O → P

3: v ← a new vertex
4: V ← V ∪ {v}
5: E ← E ∪ {(vp, v)}
6: q ← insert(q, v, ε)

7: fm ← insert(q, v,m)

8: fc ← insert(q, v, c)

9: return v,G

10:
11: function ADD(p,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
12: Require: p ∈ P
13: v ← a new vertex
14: V ← V ∪ {v}
15: q ← insert(q, v, p)

16: return v,G

Algorithm 4 The algorithm for the dist function.

1: function DIST(v,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: v ∈ V
3: if q(v) = ε then
4: {vp} ≡ Vp(v)

5: G← DIST(vp, G)
6: G←MARGINALIZE(v,G)
7: else
8: G← RETRACT(v,G)
9: return G

Algorithm 5 The algorithm for the marginalize function.

1: function MARGINALIZE(v,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: v ∈ V, q(v) = ε,∀vp ∈ Vp(v) (q(vp) 6= ε)

3: {vp} ≡ Vp(v)

4: f ← fm(v)

5: fm ← remove(fm, v)

6: q ← insert(q, v, f(q(vp)))

7: return G
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Algorithm 6 The algorithm for the retract function.

1: function RETRACT(v,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: v ∈ V, q(v) 6= ε

3: Vmc ← {vc | vc ∈ Vc(v), q(vc) 6= ε}
4: Require: |Vmc| ≤ 1

5: if |Vmc| = 1 then
6: {vc} ≡ Vmc

7: _, G← VALUE(vc, G)
8: return G

Algorithm 7 The algorithm for the detach function.

1: function DETACH(v,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: v ∈ V, q(v) ∈ O, ∀vc ∈ Vc(v) (q(vc) = ε)

3: for all vc ∈ Vc(v) do
4: G←MARGINALIZE(vc, G)
5: E ← E \ (v, vc)
6: fc ← remove(fc, vc)

7: return G

Algorithm 8 The algorithm for the condition function.

1: function CONDITION(v,G ≡ (V,E, q, fm, fc))
2: Require: v ∈ V, q(v) ∈ O, ∀vp ∈ Vp(v) (q(vp) ∈ P )
3: if Vp(v) = ∅ then return G

4: {vp} ≡ Vp(v)

5: f ← fc(v)

6: fc ← remove(fcv)

7: q ← insert(q, vp, f(q(vp), q(v)))

8: E ← E \ (vp, v)
9: return G
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because otherwise delayed sampling is not possible. In these systems,
every vertex is sampled immediately. Therefore, a single program run
takes linear time in the number of vertices up to a constant factor, if we
consider the sample operation to take a constant amount of time. Fur-
thermore, the space complexity for a single program run is clearly also
linear in the number of vertices up to a constant factor, assuming each
vertex occupy a constant amount of space. With delayed sampling,
we have three possible states for each vertex—initialized, marginal-
ized, and realized—and we assume that a single transition for a sin-
gle vertex requires a constant amount of computation time. Now, we
know that for every vertex, each transition can only be taken once.
This implies that there can be at most three transitions (including the
transition to the initialized starting state) for each vertex. Hence, this is
also linear in the number of vertices. As for space complexity, because
the graph is a tree, the number of edges (or relationships) encoded are
one less than the number of vertices. Combining this with the assump-
tion that the information in each vertex occupies a constant amount of
space, we now also get linear space complexity up to a constant factor.

The above assumptions about constant time execution of sampling
and the transitions might be too strong in general—especially when
dealing with multivariate distributions in which the amount of infor-
mation recorded for each vertex is not fixed. In general, we are there-
fore instead interested in comparing the time complexity for sampling
a vertex with a regular probabilistic program, against the time com-
plexity for initializing, marginalizing, sampling, and conditioning the
same vertex for a probabilistic program with delayed sampling. In the
case of multivariate distributions, this time complexity is very likely to
be dependent on the amount of information recorded for each vertex.

3.2.4 Correctness

In this section, we prove that delayed sampling is correct. We will
make one small change to the graph structure introduced in the previ-
ous section: we say that edges in E never get removed. This is correct,
because we really only remove edges in delayed sampling when we
know that one of the vertices for the edge has been either sampled or
observed—effectively d-separating all of its children, and its parent.
The removal of edges is simply a convenience when writing the al-
gorithms. Besides this, we also denote the probability distribution of
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a marginalized vertex v ∈ V , conditioned on a set of other realized
vertices R ⊆ V , with p(v|R).

We begin by defining what we mean by correctness.

Definition 1. When sampling or observing an individual vertex v in a prob-
abilistic program, we say that the sampling is correct if the sample is taken
from the probability distribution p(v|R) where R is the set of all realized ver-
tices.

Theorem 1. Sampling eagerly yields correct sampling.

Proof. This simply follows from sampling eagerly, because the set of
parents Vp(v) (we can allow multiple parents when doing eager sam-
pling) of a vertex v have always been sampled prior to sampling v

itself. Furthermore, there can be no sampled or observed descendants
of the random variable—we are sampling eagerly when variables are
defined. Lastly, every ancestor a 6∈ Vp(v) of v is d-separated from v

by Vp(v). Hence, p(v|R) = p(v|Vp(v)). This is exactly the distribu-
tion which is sampled for v. This proves the correctness of eager sam-
pling.

To prove the correctness of delayed sampling, we introduce axioms
directly derivable from the delayed sampling algorithms.

Axiom 1. For all marginalized vertices v, there can be at most one marginal-
ized child.

This is ensured by the retract operation when marginalizing a new
child.

Axiom 2. For all vertices v in the initialized state, all descendants vd of v
must also be in the initialized state.

This is ensured by the following: if there is a descendant of v that
is not initialized, this would mean that v is at least marginalized—a
contradiction.

Axiom 3. The probability distribution of a marginalized vertex v is condi-
tioned by all vertices in Rp = {vp | vp ∈ Vp(v), q(vp) ∈ O}.

If a marginalized vertex v has at most one realized parent p, which
is always the case for delayed sampling, v must have been detached
from p when p became realized. When v was detached, it was also
marginalized on the outcome of p. Hence, it is conditioned on p.
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Axiom 4. The probability distribution of a marginalized vertex v is condi-
tioned by all vertices in Rc = {vc | vc ∈ Vc(v), q(vc) ∈ O}.

This is true because when a child is realized, it always conditions its
parent.

Axiom 5. If a marginalized vertex v has a marginalized parent vp, the prob-
ability distribution of v inherits the conditioning on the distribution of vp.

This is a consequence of marginalization. Consider marginalizing a
child z on a parent y that has been conditioned by x. We then have
p(z|x) =

∫
x
p(z|x, y)p(y|x)dx.

Lemma 1. A marginalized vertex v with no marginalized child is d-separated
from R \ Re by the evidence set Re = Rra ∪ Rac ∪ Rc ⊆ R, where Rra is
the set containing only the closest realized ancestor of v (if such an ancestor
exists), Rac is the set of all realized children of all consecutively marginalized
ancestors of v, and Rc is the set of all realized children of v. That is, p(v|R) =
p(v|Re).

Proof. First, we conclude that if there is not an undirected path be-
tween a vertex and v in the graph, we can safely ignore it because it
is always d-separated from v. From Axiom 1, we know that each ver-
tex can have at most one marginalized child, and we also know that
each vertex can have at most one parent, because the graph is a tree.
Therefore, we say that the set C is the chain of consecutively marginal-
ized ancestors of v, and v itself. Furthermore, any child c of any vertex
in C that is not itself in C must be either realized or initialized, by
Axiom 1. If c is initialized, we know from Axiom 2 that none of its
children are in the set R, and we can safely ignore it. If c is realized,
we have c ∈ Rac ∪ Rc and we know that all descendants of this child
are d-separated from v by c. This covers all vertices except p and its
ancestors, and the descendants of these ancestors. If p does not exist,
we are done. If p exists, it d-separates v from all of its ancestors, and
descendants of these ancestors, since the graph is a tree. This proves
the lemma. Figure 3.20 visualizes the above.

Finally, we show that delayed sampling is also correct.

Theorem 2. Delayed sampling yields correct sampling.
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Figure 3.20: A visualization of the vertex to be sampled v, the chain C,
and the set Re = Rra ∪Rac ∪Rc ⊆ R.
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Proof. First, we note that if the vertex v is already realized, this the-
orem is not applicable. Furthermore, if v is initialized we will in-
evitably marginalize it before sampling or observing it. Finally, if v is
marginalized but with a marginalized child, this child will inevitably
be retracted before sampling or observing v. Therefore, without loss
of generality, from now on we assume that v is marginalized with
no marginalized child. From Lemma 1, we then know that p(v|R) =

p(v|Re). From Axiom 4, we also know that all vertices in the chain
C (with C as in Lemma 1) has been conditioned by its realized chil-
dren. Lastly, we know from Axiom 3 that the uppermost vertex in C

has been conditioned by its parent, if such a parent exist. As such, all
vertices in Re has conditioned at least one vertex in C. From Axiom 5,
we also know that v inherits the conditioning of all vertices in C \ v.
Therefore, when sampling from v, we sample from p(v|Re), proving
the correctness of delayed sampling.

3.2.5 Reduction in mean squared errors of estimators

In the previous section, we saw that delayed sampling is correct, in
that it always samples or observes conditioned on all previously real-
ized vertices in the graph. Optimally, we would like to incorporate all
observations with closed-form solutions prior to sampling unobserved
vertices. Doing this gives samples closer to the true posterior distribu-
tion, which gives estimators with a better mean squared error. This
is a consequence of the Rao–Blackwell theorem [4, 36], which we do not
cover in this thesis. With eager sampling, incorporating observations
before sampling is not possible. If the observations are unlikely, this
can give very poor estimator performance with high mean squared er-
ror. The amount of reduction in mean squared error by using delayed
sampling can, in fact, be arbitrary large, depending on how unlikely
the observations are. As we have seen, the way in which delayed sam-
pling improves upon this is by sometimes allowing the reordering of
samples and observes, so that observes can be performed first. This
directly reduces mean squared error. In the worst case, no reordering
is possible. In this case, delayed sampling simply performs eager sam-
pling. As such, delayed sampling can never perform worse than eager
sampling. We will see examples of when delayed sampling reduces
mean squared error in Chapter 4.
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3.2.6 Discussion of directed acyclic graphs

The most general form of directed graph data structures without cycles
are directed acyclic graphs. With delayed sampling, these occur when
vertices are allowed to have closed-form solution relationships with
more than one parent. This introduces complications. The discussion
in this section will be purely theoretical without accompanying exam-
ple programs, because we have not introduced any relationships that
involves more than two parents for a vertex. This is not needed, be-
cause the problems can easily be shown just with the delayed sampling
graph. Consider querying a value for a random variable X4

2, with the
previously defined algorithms, on the graph in Figure 3.21. With the
same notation as in Section 3.1, this causes the following steps to be
taken:

1. marginalize(X1)

2. marginalize(X2)

3. marginalize(X3)

4. marginalize(X4)

5. sample(X4)

6. condition(X4)

Clearly, this will cause X2 to have an invalid marginalization after X3

is sampled (or vice versa). We are now in exactly the same situation as
for Figure 3.13.

The actual problem is the branch-then-join situation between X1

and X4. A possible solution is to somehow detect situations in which
both parents are disconnected from each other (except for the common
child), and only allow more than one parent in those cases. A directed
graph in which all parents of a vertex are disconnected in this way is
called a polytree. Even more generally, we could attempt to somehow
solve the problem for general directed acyclic graphs. These problems
are beyond the scope of this thesis.

2Now using the mathematical notation for a random variable, instead of the PROB

notation that we used for earlier examples.
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Figure 3.21: The problem with directed acyclic graphs. Figure (a)
shows the initial graph. Figure (b) shows the graph after sampling
and conditioning X4. Figure (c) shows the invalid marginalization of
X2 after sampling X3.
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3.3 Anglican implementation

We now describe the details of the Anglican implementation of the
formalization in the previous section.

3.3.1 The user’s perspective

We begin the description of the Anglican implementation of delayed
sampling with describing how a user can modify their Anglican pro-
grams to enable delayed sampling.

From a user’s perspective, five new functions are available com-
pared to the original implementation of Anglican. In Clojure function
signature syntax, these are:

• ds-beta ([shape1 shape2])

• ds-bernoulli ([prob])

• ds-normal ([ mean sd])
([mean-scale mean sd])
([mean-scale mean-offset mean sd])

• ds-value ([arg])

• ds-observe ([arg value])

The first three functions are used to initialize delayed sampling ver-
tices with different families of probability distributions. For ease of
reference, we call the value returned by these functions a delayed vari-
ate. This delayed variate is really only an identifier for a vertex in
the delayed sampling graph, and can be passed as an argument to
any of the functions above. The first three functions can be thought
of as internally using the add function in the formalization, automati-
cally providing it with the required marginalization and conditioning
functions without the user’s involvement. Note that the ds-normal
function also features scaling and offsetting of its mean variable, as
introduced in Section 3.1.5. The second to last function, ds-value,
corresponds to the value function in the formalization, and the last
function, ds-observe, to the observeds function. They both accept,
and specially handle, delayed variates in their argument arg. To give
seamless integration with the already existing sample and observe
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1 (defquery coin
2 (let [x (sample (beta 2 2))]
3 (observe (bernoulli x) 1)
4 x))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-coin
2 (let [x (ds-beta 2 2)]
3 (ds-observe (ds-bernoulli x) 1)
4 (ds-value x)))

(b)

Figure 3.22: The initial coin example (Figure 1.1a) in both (a) regular
Anglican syntax and (b) Anglican syntax with delayed sampling.

Anglican constructs, the ds-value function can also accept other ar-
guments (which are not delayed variates), and the ds-observe func-
tion can also be used just like the observe function in Anglican. If the
ds-value function receives anything that is not a delayed variate as
argument, it simply acts as the identity function.

To demonstrate how Anglican programs are modified to enable de-
layed sampling, we give our initial coin example from 1.2, and the ex-
amples of Section 3.1, in both ordinary Anglican syntax, and Anglican
syntax with delayed sampling. These examples are shown in Figures
3.22, 3.23, 3.24, 3.25, 3.26, and 3.27.

3.3.2 Organization

The implementation is organized into two components which are
added to the Anglican source code:

• A small additional compiler phase, given in delay_trap.clj.

• A set of runtime functions, given in delay.clj.

The compiler phase is added to the macros query and fm introduced
in Section 2.5. Because this compiler phase is so small, we will describe
it in conjunction with our discussion of the runtime functions. The
source code for delay_trap.clj and delay.clj can be found in
Appendix A.
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1 (defquery complex-coin []
2 (let [b (sample (bernoulli 0.5))
3 x (sample (if (= b 1)
4 (beta 2 2)
5 (uniform-continuous 0 0.5)))]
6 (observe (bernoulli x) 1)
7 x))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-complex-coin []
2 (let [b (sample (bernoulli 0.5))
3 x (if (= b 1)
4 (ds-beta 2 2)
5 (sample (uniform-continuous 0 0.5)))]
6 (ds-observe (ds-bernoulli x) 1)
7 (ds-value x)))

(b)

Figure 3.23: The coin example with a complex prior distribution (Fig-
ure 3.6) in both (a) regular Anglican syntax and (b) Anglican syntax
with delayed sampling.
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1 (defquery coin
2 (let [x (sample (beta 2 2))]
3 (observe (bernoulli x) 1)
4 (observe (bernoulli x) 1)
5 (observe (bernoulli x) 0)
6 x))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-coin
2 (let [x (ds-beta 2 2)]
3 (ds-observe (ds-bernoulli x) 1)
4 (ds-observe (ds-bernoulli x) 1)
5 (ds-observe (ds-bernoulli x) 0)
6 (ds-value x)))

(b)

Figure 3.24: The coin example with multiple observations (Figure 3.2)
in both (a) regular Anglican syntax and (b) Anglican syntax with de-
layed sampling.

1 (defquery chain
2 (let [x (sample (normal 0 1))
3 y (sample (normal x 2))]
4 (observe (normal y 3) 1.2)
5 x))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-chain
2 (let [x (ds-normal 0 1)
3 y (ds-normal x 2)
4 z (ds-normal y 3)]
5 (ds-observe z 1.2)
6 (ds-value x)))

(b)

Figure 3.25: The normally distributed chain example (Figure 3.10) in
both (a) regular Anglican syntax and (b) Anglican syntax with delayed
sampling.
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1 (defquery tree
2 (let [x1 0.7
3 x2 (sample (normal x1 2))
4 x3 2.4
5 x4 1.2
6 x5 (sample (normal x1 5))]
7 (observe (normal x2 3) 2.4)
8 (observe (normal x1 4) 1.2)
9 (observe (normal 0 1) 0.7)

10 [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5]))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-tree
2 (let [x1 (ds-normal 0 1)
3 x2 (ds-normal x1 2)
4 x3 (ds-normal x2 3)
5 x4 (ds-normal x1 4)
6 x5 (ds-normal x1 5)]
7 (ds-observe x3 2.4)
8 (ds-observe x4 1.2)
9 (ds-observe x1 0.7)

10 (map ds-value [x1 x2 x3 x4 x5])))

(b)

Figure 3.26: The normally distributed tree example (Figure 3.15) in
both (a) regular Anglican syntax and (b) Anglican syntax with delayed
sampling.
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1 (defquery kalman
2 (first
3 (let [data [0.4 0.9 -0.1]
4 x (sample (normal 0 1))]
5 (observe (normal x 1) (first data))
6 (loop [x x
7 data (rest data)
8 res [x]]
9 (if (seq data)

10 (let [x (sample (normal (* 3 x) 1))]
11 (observe (normal x 1) (first data))
12 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
13 res)))))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-kalman
2 (ds-value
3 (first
4 (let [data [0.4 0.9 -0.1]
5 x (ds-normal 0 1)]
6 (ds-observe (ds-normal x 1) (first data))
7 (loop [x x
8 data (rest data)
9 res [x]]

10 (if (seq data)
11 (let [x (ds-normal 3 x 1)]
12 (ds-observe (ds-normal x 1) (first data))
13 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
14 res))))))

(b)

Figure 3.27: The linear-Gaussian state-space model example (Fig-
ure 3.17) in both (a) regular Anglican syntax and (b) Anglican syntax
with delayed sampling.
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Runtime functions

The runtime functions in delay.clj are at the core of the delayed
sampling implementation. There are functions corresponding to each
of the functions in the formalization, except for the retract function,
which is handled directly in the dist function for simplicity (the sep-
aration in the formalization is purely for pedagogical purposes). The
functions

• marginalize ([$state id])

• detach ([$state id])

• condition ([$state id])

• add-node ([$state id checkpoint pid dist marg
cond]
[$state id checkpoint dist params])

are the equivalents of themarginalize, detach, condition, and add func-
tions in the formalization. The information within the set of parenthe-
ses is the Clojure way of declaring function arguments, which we will
use subsequently. The meaning of the function arguments will become
clear further on in this chapter. Functions in Clojure are also allowed
to be overloaded on the number of arguments, as is the case for the
add-node function above. One difference from the formalization is
that the add-node function also records the distribution family for
the added vertex (the dist argument) in addition to the marginaliza-
tion and condition functions, as to make it possible for new vertices to
determine if there can be a closed-form solution relationship with the
vertex. This information was implicit in the formalization.

The functions in the previous paragraph have in common that they
do not call the Anglican constructs sample (sample) and/or observe
(observe), neither directly nor through any (possibly recursive) calls to
other functions. For the functions doing this, namely

• ds-value ([cont $state arg])

• ds-observe ([cont $state checkpoint arg value])

• dist ([cont $state arg])
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the implementation looks a bit different. The functions above are
the equivalents of the value, observeds and dist functions in the
formalization. The ds- prefix is used to indicate to the user that a
function is used for delayed sampling. We skip the prefix for the
internal functions (e.g. dist), because they are not visible to the user.
Note that the ds-value and ds-observe functions are the same as
in Section 3.3.1, but with the arguments cont and $state added.
These arguments are not visible to the user, and are added by the
Anglican compiler. Their usage will be described throughout the
remainder of this chapter. Because Anglican programs are compiled
to continuation-passing style, whenever the Anglican sample or
observe constructs are called3 within the above functions, the
execution of the program must stop and control must be handed to
the inference algorithm. If the inference algorithm then decides
to keep executing the same program execution, there must be a
way to continue executing where the execution was previously
stopped, including restoring the entire call stack. The solution is a
straightforward one: implement the ds-value, ds-observe, and
dist functions using continuation-passing style. When calling4

the Anglican sample or observe constructs within one of these
functions, the continuation of the current execution is passed along
with the other arguments (e.g. the distribution to sample or observe,
what is observed, etc.). We give concrete examples for this in
Section 3.3.3.

To conclude this section, we introduce a set of convenience
functions that we previously saw from the user’s perspective in
Section 3.3.1. They are added to the implementation to simplify the
usage of the add-node function. Having the users initializing
delayed variates by directly calling the add-node function is very
error-prone, because the users themselves then need to manually
specify all closed-form solution relationships through the fm and fc
functions. In addition, no user would probably use the system if this
was the case. It is highly desirable, and fully necessary, to instead
have these standard relationships as a part of the delayed sampling
implementation. This is done in the Anglican implementation of
delayed sampling with the following functions:

3 We say called here, but in reality this call is actually just returning a data record
to the trampoline, as described in Section 2.5.

4See footnote 3
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• ds-beta
([cont $state checkpoint shape1 shape2])

• ds-bernoulli
([cont $state checkpoint prob])

• ds-normal
([cont $state checkpoint

mean sd
([cont $state checkpoint
mean-scale mean sd])

([cont $state checkpoint
mean-scale mean-offset mean sd])

The cont, $state, and checkpoint arguments are generated by
the compiler, and the user need not be aware of them, as we have
seen previously. The cont and $state arguments are injected by
the continuation-passing style compilation done by the original
part of the Anglican compiler, and the checkpoint argument is
generated by delay_trap.clj. This is the main function5 of
delay_trap.clj: generating these checkpoint addresses at compile
time for the ds-<name> functions above. Note that the generation
of these checkpoints at compile time causes these ds-<name>
functions to become keywords in the language, just as the Anglican
sample and observe6 functions. That they are keywords means
that we cannot, for instance, assign a synonym for them in our
code (e.g. let [foo ds-beta] in Clojure)—they must be used
directly. Furthermore, these functions can accept either delayed
variates or ordinary numbers as arguments, in contrast with the
corresponding Anglican beta, bernoulli, and normal, functions
for creating probability distributions that can only take numbers as
arguments. They also produce a new delayed variate as result, which
can subsequently be passed to the ds-value or ds-observe
functions, or other ds-<name> functions. The ds-normal function
also implements scaling and offsetting of its mean variable by

5delay_trap.clj also adds a checkpoint address to the ds-observe function.
This is done so it can also be used as the ordinary Anglican observe.

6Because the ds-observe function can be used as the ordinary Anglican
observe function as well, it also requires a checkpoint address and is hence a key-
word as well
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overloading the function arguments, as we saw in Section 3.3.1. As
we also have seen, this is used for linear-Gaussian state-space models.

This list of delayed variate initializers can of course be extended
with other initializers compatible with the formalization. For this the-
sis, we however limit ourselves to the above list, since this is sufficient
for demonstrating the capabilities of delayed sampling.

Encoding the delayed sampling graph

In this section, we introduce the way in which the graph G is encoded
in the state of the Anglican execution. From Section 2.5, remember that
the state is passed along as an argument to all continuations in the run-
ning Anglican program (the $state argument for the functions in the
previous section). This is precisely what we need for our delayed sam-
pling graph G—to mutate it throughout the execution of our program.
The state in an Anglican program is a Clojure map with various entries
in use by the inference algorithm. We add a map entry for the graph G
with the namespace-qualified key :anglican.delay/delay. The
value for this entry is itself a map, containing mappings from ver-
tices in the graph to maps containing information for each specific
vertex. The vertex keys are automatically generated when new ver-
tices are added. The information recorded for each separate vertex
encodes part of the graph G. Together, the information for the ver-
tices completely encode G. An entry for a vertex v in the map for the
:anglican.delay/delay key can contain the following informa-
tion:

:data
Either a number, or another map that can contain one or more of:

:dist
A Clojure function for generating a probability distribution,
given a set of parameters.

:params
A set of parameters for a probability distribution.

This entry is equivalent to q(v) in the formalization.

:marg
A Clojure function corresponding to the function fm(v) in the
formalization.
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:cond
A Clojure function corresponding to the function fc(v) in the for-
malization.

:pid
The vertex key for the parent of this vertex (encodes E).

:cids
The vertice keys for the children of this vertex (also encodes E
for efficiency reasons).

:checkpoint
A checkpoint address for this vertex, required by Anglican when
sampling the vertex. Generating checkpoints is the sole function
of the compiler phase given in delay_trap.clj.

:mcid
The currently marginalized child of this vertex. This informa-
tion is not present in the formalization, but is added here as an
optimization.

An example of an entry for the :anglican.delay/delay key in the
state is shown in Figure 3.28. The map corresponds to the graph in
the chain example in Section 3.1.3 after adding all vertices. The DV_0
vertex is the root, which has already been marginalized, as can be seen
by the existence of the :params entry in :data. The other two ver-
tices, DV_1 and DV_2, are still only initialized, as can be seen by the
lack of the :params entry. Note, however, that the :dist entry is still
present, as we mentioned was required to establish new closed-form
solution relationships.

3.3.3 Example functions

To make the previous section clear, we will begin by describing the
continuation-passing-style implementation of the ds-value function.
In preparation of doing this, we first give a brief explanation of some
helper functions:

data-init? ([data])
Checks if the given :data map is in the initialized state (q(v) =
ε).
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{DV_0
{:data {:dist #function[anglican.runtime/normal],

:params [0 1]},
:checkpoint DS27361,
:cids #{DV_1}},

DV_1
{:data {:dist #function[anglican.runtime/normal]},
:marg #function[anglican.delay/nnm-marg$fn--27239],
:cond #function[anglican.delay/nnm-cond$fn--27243],
:checkpoint DS27362,
:pid DV_0,
:cids #{DV_2}},

DV_2
{:data {:dist #function[anglican.runtime/normal]},
:marg #function[anglican.delay/nnm-marg$fn--27239],
:cond #function[anglican.delay/nnm-cond$fn--27243],
:checkpoint DS27372,
:pid DV_1}}

Figure 3.28: The map for the :anglican.delay/delay key in the
chain example of Figure 3.10, after the initialization of all vertices.

data-marg? ([data])
Checks if the given :data map is in the marginalized state
(q(v) ∈ P ).

data-rea? ([data])
Checks if the given :data map is in the realized state (q(v) ∈ O).

get-node ([$state id])
Given a state and a vertex id, returns the map for this vertex id.

get-data ([$state id])
Given a state and a vertex id, returns the map for the :data
entry in the map for this vertex.

eval-dist ([data])
Given a :data map, evaluates the :dist function with the pa-
rameters given by :params. The result is an Anglican probabil-
ity distribution.

set-data ([$state id data])
Set the :data entry for a vertex id. Used to transition a vertex to
other states, as in the formalization.
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remove-checkpoint ([$state id])
Remove the :checkpoint for a given vertex id.

remove-mcid ([$state id])
Remove the :mcid for a given vertex id.

new-dv ([$state])
Generates a new vertex id based on the number of other vertices
in the graph. Because we never remove vertices, this always gen-
erates a unique id.

We are now ready to look at the continuation-passing style imple-
mentation of the ds-value function, shown in Figure 3.29. Please
note that the implementation in the Figure is a bit simplified compared
to the actual implementation, which can be found in Appendix A. We
begin by checking (line 3) if the given vertex arg is realized. If it is,
we then simply return a thunk calling the continuation with the al-
ready existing value for it as a parameter (line 4), just as in the for-
malization. Observe that we do not call the continuation, but return
it so that a trampoline can execute it, as explained in Section 2.5. If
the vertex is not realized (line 5), we know it must be either initialized
or marginalized. From the formalization, we know what to do next:
call the dist function to update our graph G encoded in the $state.
With continuation-passing style, we call the dist function and pass
the rest of the computation to be done by the ds-value function as
the continuation (lines 6 – 13). We also pass the actual arguments
to the dist function: the $state (line 14) and the vertex (line 15).
When the dist function is finished, the continuation is called with the
$state produced by it. It directly returns a ->sample data record
(line 7)7 , instructing the inference algorithm to produce a sample for
the given distribution. We know that the vertex is in the marginalized
state since we called dist on it, and therefore can produce its Anglican
probability distribution by calling eval-dist (line 9). To produce the
->sample data record, we also pass along the checkpoint for the ver-
tex (line 9), the Anglican state containing our graph (line 13), and yet
another continuation (lines 10 – 12). When the inference algorithm has

7We previously said that we “called” the Anglican sample construct, but we are
in fact returning a ->sample data record. Whenever a user calls the sample func-
tion in an Anglican program, the compiler actually replaces this call with returning
this ->sample data record.
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1 (defn ds-value
2 [cont $state arg]
3 (if (data-rea? (get-data $state arg))
4 (fn [] (cont (get-data $state arg) $state))
5 (dist
6 (fn [$state]
7 (->sample
8 (:checkpoint (get-node $state arg))
9 (eval-dist (get-data $state arg))

10 (fn [value $state]
11 (fn [] (cont value
12 (isolate-node $state arg value))))
13 $state))
14 $state
15 arg)))
16
17 (defn isolate-node
18 [$state id value]
19 (-> $state
20 (set-data id value)
21 (remove-checkpoint id)
22 (detach id)
23 (condition id value)
24 (remove-mcid (:pid (get-node $state id)))))

Figure 3.29: The continuation-passing style implementation of the
value function in Clojure, slightly simplified compared to the actual
implementation for pedagogical reasons.

produced a value, this continuation is called with this new value and
a possibly modified $state (the :anglican.delay/delay entry is
however untouched by the inference algorithm). After retrieving the
sample, we modify the graph just as in the formalization of the value
function: we update the graph by updating the data for the vertex,
calling detach (line 22), and calling condition (line 23). This modi-
fication is shown in another function, named isolate-node (lines 17
– 24). This separation is used to reduce code duplication between the
ds-value and ds-observe functions. In the isolate-node func-
tion, we also remove the :checkpoint entry for the vertex (line 21),
and the :mcid entry for the parent of the vertex (line 24), indicating
that it no longer has a marginalized child. After having updated the
graph, we now return a thunk ready for trampolining with the freshly
produced value for the vertex (lines 11 – 12). The observe and dist
functions are implemented analogously, and the source code is avail-
able in Appendix A.

We now turn to another implementation example: the
ds-bernoulli function for creating delayed variates with Bernoulli
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distributions. As with the ds-value function, this also needs to be
implemented with continuation-passing style because it might need
to sample the delayed variate on which it depends if no closed-form
solution relationship is possible (yet another reason to separate these
ds-<name> functions from add-node). The code is shown in
Figure 3.30. Again, it is a simplification of the true implementation
which can be found in Appendix A. The function begins by checking
if the given parameter prob for this Bernoulli distribution is a
delayed variate in the initialized or marginalized state with a beta
distribution (line 6). If this is the case, a conjugate prior relationship is
established, and the new delayed variate with a Bernoulli distribution
is added as a vertex to the graph in the state (lines 9 – 12). A thunk
containing a continuation call with the id for this delayed variate
(generated at line 4) and the modified state as arguments is then
returned (lines 7 – 12). If there is no conjugate prior relationship with
the parameter prob, the parameter must instead be realized or a
regular number in order to initialize this delayed variate. If this is not
the case (line 14), we call the ds-value function for it (line 15) with a
continuation that simply re-calls the ds-bernoulli function with
identical arguments—but now prob will have a value. If it does not
have a distribution, it must be either a realized delayed variate, or a
regular number. In any case, we now simply add it to our graph and
return a thunk containing a continuation call with the new vertex id
and the new state as arguments (lines 17 – 21). The remaining
ds-<name> functions are implemented analogously, and the source
code can be found in Appendix A.

3.3.4 Discussion of design choices

The implementation described in Section 3.3 is a very explicit one, and
requires that the users handle delayed variates separately by calling
the ds-value function when a value is required for it. It would be
much more natural if this could be handled in the background, with-
out the user’s knowledge. This was indeed the first idea for the imple-
mentation: to hide the existence of delayed variates, so that the user
could simply regard them as regular numbers. To use delayed sam-
pling, all the user had to do was to replace all sample calls with an-
other keyword named assume. For the implementation, the compiler
would then have to keep track of delayed variate bindings and replace
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1 (defn ds-bernoulli
2 [cont $state checkpoint prob]
3 (let [p (or (get-data $state prob) prob)
4 dv (new-dv $state)]
5 (cond
6 (= (:dist p) beta)
7 (fn []
8 (cont dv
9 (add-node $state dv checkpoint

10 prob bernoulli
11 (bern-marg)
12 (bern-cond))))
13
14 (:dist p)
15 (ds-value #(ds-bernoulli cont %2 checkpoint prob) $state prob)
16
17 :else
18 (fn []
19 (cont dv (add-node $state dv
20 checkpoint bernoulli
21 [p]))))))

Figure 3.30: The continuation-passing style implementation of the
ds-bernoulli function in Clojure, slightly simplified compared to
the actual implementation for pedagogical reasons.

them with suitable function calls to modify the underlying graph and
provide the values expected by the user. There is however a major
problem with handling this only in the compiler with an untyped lan-
guage such as Clojure: function calls. If we call a function originally
expecting a number with a delayed variate, the compiler would need
to assume that all number function arguments for all functions can be
either numbers or delayed variates, and reimplement all the functions
accordingly. In Clojure, this is further complicated by the dynamic
typing—we would need to check the types at runtime, incurring an
overhead. Furthermore, we would have to somehow handle the prob-
ability distribution argument passed to the assume function, since
it could have unrealized delayed variates as arguments—something
that is (naturally) not allowed for Anglican probability distributions.
This proved to be quite tricky in combination with the continuation-
passing style compilation. Hence, instead of complicating things, de-
layed sampling was built entirely on top of the existing Anglican im-
plementation by implementing and using the functions in Section 3.3.
This enabled a small and straightforward implementation that did not
require much change in the existing Anglican source code.



Chapter 4

Evaluation

In this chapter, we perform some experiments to evaluate delayed
sampling. More specifically, the chapter contains:

• The description of the experimentation environment.

• Experiments to demonstrate reductions in mean squared error of
estimators with delayed sampling.

• Experiments for measuring the overhead in execution time when
using delayed sampling.

4.1 Experimentation environment

All the experiments are run on the following machine:

OS: Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 64-bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-2500K @ 3.30GHz × 4

Memory: 8 GiB

The versions for software of direct importance to the execution envi-
ronment are:

Java: OpenJDK version "1.8.0_121"

Leiningen: Version 2.7.1

Clojure does not have any automatic parallel execution, and as such,
only a single core is used for these experiments because the implemen-
tation is inherently sequential.

83
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4.2 Reduction in mean squared error of es-
timators

To see some reductions in mean squared error by using delayed sam-
pling, we consider three different probabilistic programs:

• A simple program with normal distributions, given in Figure 4.1.
To see a clear reduction in mean squared error, we choose a some-
what unlikely observation.

• A modified version of the coin with the complex prior distribu-
tion in Section 3.1.2, given in Figure 4.2. The modification lies
in the number of observes. For this experiment, we see the out-
come heads 10 times instead of 1, decreasing the likelihood of
the observations. This allows us to see the reduction in mean
squared error. What is interesting for this program is that the de-
layed sampling can only be applied partially—in contrast with
the other two programs, where it can be used fully (i.e. the pro-
gram samples directly from the posterior distribution.)

• A modified version of the linear-Gaussian state-space model in
Section 3.1.5, given in Figure 4.3. Various parameters have been
modified to decrease the likelihood of the observations, in order
to show the reduction in mean squared error with delayed sam-
pling.

For each of these programs, we run the basic importance sampling
inference algorithm. When a set of samples has been generated, we
construct a simple estimator that estimates the mean of the probabilis-
tic program by averaging all the samples based on their importance
weights. More specifically, the estimator is defined by

θ̂ =
N∑

n=0

wnxn (4.1)

where wn is the weight of sample n, and xn is the sample itself. Fur-
thermore, we always ensure that the weights are normalized so that

N∑
n=0

wn = 1 (4.2)
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1 (defquery simple-normal []
2 (let [x (sample (normal 0 10))]
3 (observe (normal x 1) 20)
4 x))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-simple-normal []
2 (let [x (ds-normal 0 10)]
3 (ds-observe (ds-normal x 1) 20)
4 (ds-value x)))

(b)

Figure 4.1: A simple program with conjugate normal distributions
written in (a) Anglican and (b) Anglican with delayed sampling.

1 (defquery complex-coin []
2 (let [b (sample (bernoulli 0.5))
3 x (sample (if (= b 1)
4 (beta 2 2)
5 (uniform-continuous 0 0.5)))]
6 (repeatedly 10 #(observe (bernoulli x) 1))
7 x))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-complex-coin []
2 (let [b (sample (bernoulli 0.5))
3 x (if (= b 1)
4 (ds-beta 2 2)
5 (sample (uniform-continuous 0 0.5)))]
6 (repeatedly 10 #(ds-observe (ds-bernoulli x) 1))
7 (ds-value x)))

(b)

Figure 4.2: The coin with a complex prior distribution, this time with
10 observations instead of one. Written in (a) Anglican and (b) Angli-
can with delayed sampling.
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1 (defquery kalman [data]
2 (first
3 (let [x (sample (normal 0 10))]
4 (loop [x x
5 data data
6 res [x]]
7 (if (seq data)
8 (let [x (sample (normal (+ 2 x) 4))]
9 (observe (normal x 1) (first data))

10 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
11 res)))))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-kalman [data]
2 (ds-value
3 (first
4 (let [x (ds-normal 0 4)]
5 (loop [x x
6 data data
7 res [x]]
8 (if (seq data)
9 (let [x (ds-normal 1 2 x 4)]

10 (ds-observe (ds-normal x 1) (first data))
11 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
12 res))))))

(b)

Figure 4.3: The linear-Gaussian state-space model, this time with mod-
ified parameters. Written in (a) Anglican and (b) Anglican with de-
layed sampling.
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Figure 4.4: The plot of estimates against the number of samples for the
program with conjugate normal distributions in Figure 4.1. There are
10 sets for the Anglican program (gray), and 10 sets for the Anglican
program with delayed sampling (black).

For each program, we take 10 sets of 1000 samples each, both for the
ordinary Anglican program, and the program with delayed sampling.
Estimations are then plotted as a function of the number of samples
(N ∈ [1, 1000]) for each set. This allows for a visual demonstration of
the reduction in mean squared error as a function of the number of
samples. The variance part of the mean squared error is the spread of
the different sets, and the bias part is how far off they collectively are
from the correct estimate.

Figure 4.4 shows the plot for the first program. We clearly see the
reduction in mean squared error for the program with delayed sam-
pling (black), compared to the ordinary Anglican program (gray). We
also see that this mean squared error comes mostly from variance, but
also from bias when we consider fewer samples.

Figure 4.5 shows the plot for the second program. Here, we see
that delayed sampling is beneficial even when it can only be applied
partially. The mean squared error comes mostly from variance, but
also from bias initially.

As a final statement of the benefits of delayed sampling, Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.5: The plot of estimates against the number of samples for the
program with the coin in Figure 4.2. There are 10 sets for the Anglican
program (gray), and 10 sets for the Anglican program with delayed
sampling (black).

shows the plot for the third program—the linear-Gaussian state-space
model. For this program, delayed sampling naturally yields the
Kalman filter, as we saw in Section 3.1.5. The Kalman filter is a
powerful algorithm, and the importance sampling algorithm without
delayed sampling performs poorly. We see that the mean squared
error is extremely high for the program written in ordinary Anglican,
compared to the delayed sampling version. Even after 1000 samples,
the ordinary Anglican version have not yet converged on the true
mean.

The source code for the mean square error experiments is available
in Appendix A.

4.3 Execution time overhead

To evaluate the execution time overhead of delayed sampling, we take
100000 samples from each of the above programs, and from an addi-
tional program given in Figure 4.7. This is performed 10 times for each
program in order to eliminate influence caused by temporary fluctu-
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Figure 4.6: The plot of estimates against the number of samples for
the program with the linear-Gaussian state-space model in Figure 4.3.
There are 10 sets for the Anglican program (gray), and 10 sets for the
Anglican program with delayed sampling (black).

ations in system performance. With this new program, we cover the
following types of programs:

• Programs in which all relationships are conjugate prior relation-
ships: simple-normal and kalman.

• A program in which some relationships are conjugate prior rela-
tionships: complex-coin.

• A program in which no relationships are conjugate prior rela-
tionships: non-kalman.

The execution times are shown in Table 4.1. The source code for the
execution time experiments is available in Appendix A.

4.4 Discussion of results

The mean squared error experiments

In Section 3.2.5, we showed that the mean squared error of an estima-
tor can never be worse for samples generated with delayed sampling,
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1 (defquery non-kalman [data]
2 (first
3 (let [x (sample (normal 0 10))]
4 (loop [x x
5 data data
6 res [x]]
7 (if (seq data)
8 (let [x (sample (normal 4 (abs x)))]
9 (observe (normal 1 (abs x)) (first data))

10 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
11 res)))))

(a)

1 (defquery ds-non-kalman [data]
2 (ds-value
3 (first
4 (let [x (ds-normal 0 4)]
5 (loop [x x
6 data data
7 res [x]]
8 (if (seq data)
9 (let [x (ds-normal 4 (abs (ds-value x)))]

10 (ds-observe (ds-normal 1 (abs (ds-value x)))
11 (first data))
12 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
13 res))))))

(b)

Figure 4.7: A version of the program in Figure 4.3 where the standard
deviations are normally distributed instead of the means. This allows
no conjugate prior relationships. The figure shows the program writ-
ten in (a) Anglican and (b) Anglican with delayed sampling.
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Execution time Relative overhead
simple-normal 1653 ms
ds-simple-normal 5889 ms 3.56
complex-coin 7051 ms
ds-complex-coin 28815 ms 4.09
kalman 8083 ms
ds-kalman 57304 ms 7.09
non-kalman 13952 ms
ds-non-kalman 35393 ms 2.54

Table 4.1: The execution times of Anglican programs versus Anglican
programs with delayed sampling. The relative overhead is simply the
execution time for Anglican programs with delayed sampling divided
by the execution time for ordinary Anglican programs.

compared to without delayed sampling. We also saw that there is no
bound on the reduction in mean squared error by delayed sampling—
it is entirely dependent on the model, and more specifically the likeli-
hood of the observations in the probabilistic program. Because of this,
we can construct experiments in which the mean squared error reduc-
tions due to delayed sampling are arbitrarily large. With the chosen
examples, we attempt to show that delayed sampling can be useful for
both models in which it can be used to directly sample from the pos-
terior (e.g., the linear-Gaussian state-space model), and for models in
which it can only be applied partially (the coin with complex prior).
The examples used are, however, artificially created and specifically
chosen to show a reduction in mean squared error by using delayed
sampling, and does not really say much about the actual benefit of de-
layed sampling. Furthermore, the purpose of the examples is to simply
show that delayed sampling can reduce mean squared error, and not
by how much. These are clear limitations of the evaluation. Also note
that importance sampling is a very basic inference algorithm. In re-
ality, other approximate inference algorithms will perform better (for
instance SMC). We however limit this evaluation to importance sam-
pling, which is enough to show that delayed sampling can be benefi-
cial. A more detailed evaluation with other inference algorithms could
be performed as an extension to this thesis (see Section 5.1).

To demonstrate actual applicability of delayed sampling, it would
be necessary to evaluate its performance on real-world examples (as
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in not artificially created for this thesis). This is an additional, and
quite severe, limitation of this evaluation. Of particular interest are
examples for which delayed sampling can only be applied partially.
Practical examples for which it can be applied in full are not really
that interesting, because for these examples, exact algorithms are most
likely already known (e.g. the Kalman filter).

In Figure 4.6 (and to some extent in Figure 4.4), a peculiar behavior
can be seen for the estimator corresponding to the ordinary Anglican
program. For all sets, the estimation is unchanged for many samples
in a row—represented by horizontal lines in the figure. This is an effect
of the unlikelihood of the observations for the state-space model: most
samples are extremely unlikely under the given observations and have
a weight close to zero. Occasionally, a sample with large weight (at
least relative to all the bad samples) is encountered, and causes a direct
and substantial change of the estimate. In the figure, this is represented
by the vertical lines. The effect of this is that, in this case, the estimate
is dominated by a small subset of the set of all samples.

The execution time overhead experiments

The execution time overhead experiments show the quite significant
overhead incurred by using delayed sampling. Logically, the relative
overhead increases when more conjugate prior relationships can be
used, because we will then marginalize and condition vertices in ad-
dition to sampling and observing them. The kalman program is an ex-
ample of this with a large overhead of 7.09. This overhead is, however,
compensated by the increased quality of samples, as we saw in Fig-
ure 4.6. The non-kalman program without any conjugate prior rela-
tionships give the lowest, but still significant, relative overhead of 2.54.
This large overhead—even without conjugate prior relationships—is
most likely an indication of that the implementation can be optimized
substantially.

The trade-off between execution time overhead and sample quality
is very roughly approximated in Table 4.2 for all of the experiments in
Section 4.2. We see that, in spite of the large execution time overhead,
delayed sampling performs better when taking the reduced number
of required samples into account. This is, however, not clear for the
coin example. Once again, remember that it is possible to construct
experiments in which the benefit of delayed sampling is arbitrarily
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RO RS PR
simple-normal 1.00 > 1000 > 1000

ds-simple-normal 3.56 ∼ 100 ∼ 356

complex-coin 1.00 > 1000 > 1000

ds-complex-coin 4.09 ∼ 500 ∼ 2045

kalman 1.00 > 1000 > 1000

ds-kalman 7.09 ∼ 100 ∼ 709

Table 4.2: RO: relative overhead (as in Table 4.1). RS: an approximation
of the number of required samples for estimator convergence, given by
a visual inspection of Figure 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. PR: the product of RO
and RS. PR gives a simple measure for comparing delayed sampling
with the ordinary Anglican implementation.

large. Hence, we could make the benefit of delayed sampling in this
table arbitrarily large. We have also not precisely defined the crite-
rion for when an estimator has converged in Table 4.2, and simply use
an intuitive measure given by visual inspection of the graphs. The
trade-off can of course be evaluated more precisely, but this would not
say much because of the limitations of the experiments in this evalua-
tion. A more precise evaluation of the kind shown in Table 4.2 would,
however, be required for evaluating delayed sampling on real-world
examples.





Chapter 5

Conclusion

This chapter concludes this thesis, and contains the following:

• Suggestions for future research.

• Conclusions.

5.1 Future research

This thesis suggests many opportunities for further research on the
topic. The most obvious ones are:

• Investigate when it is possible to do delayed sampling statically,
at compile time, instead of dynamically at runtime. This has the
potential of reducing execution times, which, as we have seen,
can be quite high for delayed sampling.

• Investigate if, when, and how, it is possible to apply delayed
sampling to more general graph structures. The direct extension
of the formalization in this thesis is to extend it to polytrees. Fur-
ther on, one might also consider general directed acyclic graphs.

• Explore runtime optimizations for delayed sampling to reduce
overhead.

• Test delayed sampling with inference algorithms other than im-
portance sampling, and evaluate the pros and cons with delayed
sampling with these different inference algorithms.
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• Test the applicability of delayed sampling on more realistic real-
world examples.

• Implement delayed sampling in a typed language in order to al-
low an efficient implementation with a more natural and unin-
trusive syntax for delayed sampling (See Section 3.3.4).

5.2 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have introduced the method of delayed sampling,
both through a formalization and an implementation. We proved the
correctness of the formalization, and showed possible improvements
of probabilistic programs with delayed sampling through an imple-
mentation in the probabilistic programming language Anglican. The
latter was done by evaluating the research question in Section 1.4. The
evaluation showed examples of when the reduction in mean squared
error can be significant, even when delayed sampling only can be per-
formed partially. The evaluation also showed that the runtime over-
head for the Anglican implementation of delayed sampling is quite
large.
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Appendix A

Source code

This appendix contains all the source code for the Anglican imple-
mentation of delayed sampling. For an overview of this code, see
Section 3.3. The forked Anglican repository with this implementa-
tion can be found at https://bitbucket.org/daniel-lunden/
anglican.

A.1 delay_trap.clj

1 (ns anglican.delay-trap
2 "Transformations for delayed sampling"
3 (:require [anglican.trap :refer [*gensym*]]))
4
5 ;; All ds-functions to be expanded with checkpoint addresses
6 (def dvs ’#{ds-normal ds-bernoulli ds-beta})
7
8 (declare delay-transform)
9

10 (defn delay-transform-ds-observe
11 "Add a checkpoint address to a ds-observe call.
12 If one is provided, do nothing."
13 [args]
14 (let [args (if (= (count args) 2)
15 ‘[’~(*gensym* "O") ~@args]
16 args)]
17 ‘(~’anglican.delay/ds-observe
18 ~@(map delay-transform args))))
19
20 (defn delay-transform
21 "Transform an expression to enable delayed sampling"
22 [expr]
23 (cond
24 (symbol? expr) expr
25 (vector? expr) (apply vector (map delay-transform expr))
26 (map? expr) (into {} (map delay-transform expr))
27 (set? expr) (set (map delay-transform expr))
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28 (seq? expr)
29 (let [[kwd & rest] expr]
30 (if (dvs kwd)
31 ‘(~kwd ’~(*gensym* "DS") ~@(map delay-transform rest))
32 (case kwd
33 ;; We require special handling for ds-observe
34 ds-observe (delay-transform-ds-observe rest)
35 quote expr
36 ‘(~kwd ~@(map delay-transform rest)))))
37 :else expr))

A.2 delay.clj

1 (ns anglican.delay
2 "Runtime functions for delayed sampling"
3 (:require [anglican.runtime :refer [sqrt abs normal
4 beta bernoulli]]
5 [anglican.trap :refer [->sample ->observe]]
6 [clojure.pprint :refer [pprint]]))
7
8 ;;;; Debugging
9

10 (def ^:private debug false)
11
12 (defn- debug-print
13 "Print one or more objects if debug = false.
14 If there is only one object, use pprint."
15 ([object] (if debug (pprint object)))
16 ([object & objects] (if debug (apply println object objects))))
17
18 ;;;; Helpers
19
20 (defn- eval-dist
21 "Evaluate the distribution encoded by
22 a :data entry in a delayed variate map"
23 [{dist :dist, params :params}]
24 (apply dist params))
25
26 (defn- dv?
27 "Check if a symbol is a delayed variate"
28 [symb]
29 (= (type symb) ::dv))
30
31 (defn- new-dv
32 "Generate a new dv identifier based on the number
33 of other delayed variates in the state."
34 [$state]
35 (with-meta (symbol (str "DV_" (count (::delay $state))))
36 {:type ::dv}))
37
38 (defn- data-init?
39 "Check if a :data entry is initialized"
40 [{dist :dist, params :params}]
41 (and dist (not params)))
42
43 (defn- data-marg?
44 "Check if a :data entry is marginalized"
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45 [{dist :dist, params :params}]
46 (and dist params))
47
48 (defn- data-rea?
49 "Check if a :data entry is realized"
50 [data]
51 (number? data))
52
53 ;;; Modify and query state
54
55 (defn- get-node
56 "Get a node from a state by the given delayed variate id."
57 [$state id]
58 (get-in $state [::delay id]))
59
60 (defn- get-data
61 "Get the data for a node from a state by the given delayed variate id."
62 [$state id]
63 (get-in $state [::delay id :data]))
64
65 (defn- add-edge
66 "Add an edge pid -> id from the state"
67 [$state pid id]
68 (-> $state
69 (#(if (get-in % [::delay pid :cids])
70 (update-in % [::delay pid :cids] conj id)
71 (assoc-in % [::delay pid :cids] #{id})))
72 (assoc-in [::delay id :pid] pid)))
73
74 (defn- remove-edge
75 "Remove an edge pid -> id from the state"
76 [$state pid id]
77 (-> $state
78 (#(if (= (count (get-in % [::delay pid :cids])) 1)
79 (update-in % [::delay pid] dissoc :cids)
80 (update-in % [::delay pid :cids] disj id)))
81 (update-in [::delay id] dissoc :pid)))
82
83 (defn- add-node
84 "Add a new node to the state."
85 ([$state id checkpoint pid dist marg cond]
86 (-> $state
87 (assoc-in [::delay id]
88 {:data {:dist dist},
89 :marg marg,
90 :cond cond,
91 :checkpoint checkpoint})
92 (add-edge pid id)))
93 ([$state id checkpoint dist params]
94 (assoc-in $state
95 [::delay id]
96 {:data {:dist dist,
97 :params params},
98 :checkpoint checkpoint})))
99

100 (defn- set-data
101 "Set the :data entry for a node."
102 ([$state id data]
103 (assoc-in $state [::delay id :data] data)))
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104
105 (defn- remove-checkpoint
106 "Remove the checkpoint for a node."
107 [$state id]
108 (update-in $state [::delay id] dissoc :checkpoint))
109
110 (defn- marginalize
111 "Marginalize a node in the state, given its delayed variate id."
112 [$state id]
113 (debug-print "--")
114 (debug-print "marginalize" id)
115 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
116 (let [node (get-node $state id)
117 pid (:pid node)
118 pnode (get-node $state pid)
119 fm (:marg node)
120 data (fm (:data pnode))]
121 (-> $state
122 (update-in [::delay id] dissoc :marg)
123 (set-data id data))))
124
125 (defn- detach
126 "Detach a node in the state, given its delayed variate id."
127 [$state id]
128 (debug-print "--")
129 (debug-print "detach" id)
130 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
131 (reduce
132 (fn [$state cid]
133 (-> $state
134 (marginalize cid)
135 (remove-edge id cid)
136 (update-in [::delay cid] dissoc :cond)))
137 $state
138 (:cids (get-node $state id))))
139
140 (defn- condition
141 "Condition a node in the state, given its delayed variate id."
142 [$state id]
143 (debug-print "--")
144 (debug-print "condition" id)
145 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
146 (let [node (get-node $state id)
147 pid (:pid node)]
148 (if pid
149 (let [pnode (get-node $state pid)
150 fc (:cond node)
151 data (fc (:data pnode) (get-data $state id))]
152 (-> $state
153 (update-in [::delay id] dissoc :cond)
154 (set-data pid data)
155 (remove-edge pid id)))
156 $state)))
157
158 (defn- set-mcid
159 "Set the mcid of a node in the state, given its delayed variate id."
160 [$state id mcid]
161 (assoc-in $state [::delay id :mcid] mcid))
162
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163 (defn- remove-mcid
164 "Remove the mcid for a node in the state, given its delayed variate id."
165 [$state id]
166 (if id
167 (update-in $state [::delay id] dissoc :mcid)
168 $state))
169
170 (defn- isolate-node
171 "Isolate a node in the state, given its delayed variate id and a value for
172 it. Used as the last step in the ds-value function."
173 [$state id value]
174 (debug-print "--")
175 (debug-print "isolate-node" id value)
176 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
177 (-> $state
178 (set-data id value)
179 (remove-checkpoint id)
180 (detach id)
181 (condition id)
182 (remove-mcid (:pid (get-node $state id)))))
183
184 ;;;; Closed-form solutions
185
186 ;;; Normal with normal mean
187
188 (defn- nnm-marg
189 "Marginalize a normal distribution given a normal distribution for its
190 parent"
191 [sigma mean-scale mean-offset]
192 (fn [data]
193 {:dist normal,
194 :params
195 (cond
196 ;; If parent is a normal distribution
197 (= (:dist data) normal)
198 (let [[mu_0 sigma_0] (:params data)
199
200 ;; Do the linear transformation
201 mu_0 (+ (* mu_0 mean-scale) mean-offset)
202 sigma_0 (* sigma_0 (abs mean-scale))]
203
204 [mu_0 (sqrt (+ (* sigma_0 sigma_0)
205 (* sigma sigma)))])
206
207 ;; If parent is a value
208 (number? data)
209 [(+ (* data mean-scale) mean-offset) sigma]
210
211 :else
212 (assert false "Error in nnm-marg"))}))
213
214 (defn- nnm-cond
215 "Condition the value of a normally distributed child onto its normally
216 distributed parent."
217 [sigma mean-scale mean-offset]
218 (fn [data value]
219 (cond
220 ;; If parent is a normal distribution
221 (= (:dist data) normal)
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222 {:dist normal,
223 :params
224 (let [[mu_0 sigma_0] (:params data)
225
226 ;; Do the linear transformation
227 mu_0 (+ (* mu_0 mean-scale) mean-offset)
228 sigma_0 (* sigma_0 (abs mean-scale))
229
230 ;; Update the transformed normal
231 denom (+ (/ (* sigma_0 sigma_0))
232 (/ (* sigma sigma)))
233 mu_0 (/ (+ (/ mu_0 (* sigma_0 sigma_0))
234 (/ value (* sigma sigma))) denom)
235 sigma_0 (sqrt (/ denom))
236
237 ;; Transform back (inverse transformation)
238 mu_0 (- (/ mu_0 mean-scale) mean-offset)
239 sigma_0 (/ sigma_0 (abs mean-scale))]
240 [mu_0 sigma_0])}
241
242 :else
243 (assert false "Error in nnm-cond"))))
244
245 ;;; Beta-Bernoulli
246
247 (defn- bern-marg
248 "Marginalize a bernoulli distribution given a beta distribution for its
249 parent"
250 []
251 (fn [data]
252 {:dist bernoulli,
253 :params
254 (cond
255 ;; If parent is a beta distribution
256 (= (:dist data) beta)
257 (let [[a b] (:params data)]
258 [(/ a (+ a b))])
259
260 ;; If parent is a value
261 (number? data)
262 [data]
263
264 :else
265 (assert false "Error in bern-marg"))}))
266
267 (defn- bern-cond
268 "Condition the value of a bernoulli distributed child onto its beta
269 distributed parent."
270 []
271 (fn [data value]
272 (cond
273 ;; If parent is a beta distribution
274 (= (:dist data) beta)
275 {:dist beta,
276 :params
277 (let [[a b] (:params data)]
278 [(+ a value) (+ b (- 1 value))])}
279
280 :else
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281 (assert false "Error in nnm-cond"))))
282
283 ;;;; CPS functions (returns ->sample, ->observe or thunk)
284
285 ;;; Operations on delayed variates
286
287 (declare dist)
288
289 (defn ds-value
290 "Get a value for a delayed variate."
291 [cont $state arg]
292 (debug-print "-------------------")
293 (debug-print "ds-value" arg)
294 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
295 (if (dv? arg)
296
297 ;; If it is a delayed variate
298 (if (data-rea? (get-data $state arg))
299
300 ;; If it is realized
301 (fn [] (cont (get-data $state arg) $state))
302
303 ;; If it is initialized or marginalized
304 (dist
305 (fn [$state]
306 (->sample
307 (:checkpoint (get-node $state arg))
308 (eval-dist (get-data $state arg))
309 (fn [value $state]
310 (fn [] (cont value
311 (isolate-node $state arg value))))
312 $state))
313 $state
314 arg))
315
316 ;; Simply return arg if not a delayed variate
317 (fn [] (cont arg $state))))
318
319 (defn ds-observe
320 "Observe a value for a delayed variate."
321 [cont $state checkpoint arg value]
322 (debug-print "-------------------")
323 (debug-print "observe" arg value)
324 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
325 (if (dv? arg)
326 (do
327 (or (not (data-rea? (get-data $state arg)))
328 (throw (java.lang.IllegalArgumentException.
329 "Invalid dv for observe")))
330 (or (number? value)
331 (throw (java.lang.IllegalArgumentException.
332 "Invalid value for observe")))
333 (dist
334 (fn [$state]
335 (->observe
336 (:checkpoint (get-node $state arg))
337 (eval-dist (get-data $state arg))
338 value
339 (fn [r $state]
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340 (fn [] (cont r (isolate-node $state arg value))))
341 $state))
342 $state
343 arg))
344
345 (->observe checkpoint arg value cont $state)))
346
347 (defn- dist
348 "Ensure that a delayed variate is marginalized, and that it has no other
349 marginalized child."
350 [cont $state arg]
351 (debug-print "--")
352 (debug-print "dist" arg)
353 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
354 (if (data-init? (get-data $state arg))
355
356 ;; It has not been marginalized: ensure a distribution for
357 ;; parent, then marginalize
358 (dist (fn [$state]
359 (fn [] (cont (-> $state
360 (marginalize arg)
361 (set-mcid (:pid (get-node $state arg))
362 arg)))))
363 $state
364 (:pid (get-node $state arg)))
365
366 ;; It has already been marginalized, retract
367 (if (:mcid (get-node $state arg))
368 (ds-value (fn [_ $state] (fn [] (cont $state)))
369 $state
370 (:mcid (get-node $state arg)))
371
372 ;; If no marginalized child, return
373 (fn [] (cont $state)))))
374
375 ;;; Creating delayed variates
376
377 (defn ds-bernoulli
378 "Create a Bernoulli distributed delayed variate."
379 [cont $state checkpoint prob]
380 (debug-print "-------------------")
381 (debug-print "ds-bernoulli:")
382 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
383 (or (dv? prob) (number? prob)
384 (throw (java.lang.IllegalArgumentException.
385 "Invalid prob")))
386
387 (let [p (or (get-data $state prob) prob)
388 dv (new-dv $state)]
389 (cond
390 ;; Analytical relationship
391 (= (:dist p) beta)
392 (fn []
393 (cont dv
394 (add-node $state dv checkpoint
395 prob bernoulli
396 (bern-marg)
397 (bern-cond))))
398
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399 ;; No analytical relationship but still dist
400 (:dist p)
401 (ds-value #(ds-bernoulli cont %2 checkpoint prob) $state prob)
402
403 ;; prob is a number
404 :else
405 (fn []
406 (cont dv (add-node $state dv
407 checkpoint bernoulli
408 [p]))))))
409
410 (defn ds-beta
411 "Create a beta distributed delayed variate."
412 [cont $state checkpoint shape1 shape2]
413 (debug-print "-------------------")
414 (debug-print "ds-beta:")
415 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
416 (or (dv? shape1) (number? shape1)
417 (throw (java.lang.IllegalArgumentException.
418 "Invalid shape1")))
419
420 (or (dv? shape2) (number? shape2)
421 (throw (java.lang.IllegalArgumentException.
422 "Invalid shape2")))
423
424 (let [a (or (get-data $state shape1) shape1)
425 b (or (get-data $state shape2) shape2)
426 dv (new-dv $state)]
427 (cond
428 ;; No analytical relationships for the beta distribution
429 (:dist a)
430 (ds-value #(ds-beta cont %2 checkpoint shape1 shape2)
431 $state shape1)
432 (:dist b)
433 (ds-value #(ds-beta cont %2 checkpoint shape1 shape2)
434 $state shape2)
435 :else
436 (fn []
437 (cont dv (add-node $state dv
438 checkpoint beta
439 [a b]))))))
440
441 (defn ds-normal
442 "Create a normally distributed delayed variate."
443 ;; Supply neither scale nor offset
444 ([cont $state checkpoint mean sd]
445 (ds-normal cont $state checkpoint 1 0 mean sd))
446
447 ;; Supply scale
448 ([cont $state checkpoint mean-scale mean sd]
449 (ds-normal cont $state checkpoint mean-scale 0 mean sd))
450
451 ;; Supply both scale and offset
452 ([cont $state checkpoint mean-scale mean-offset mean sd]
453 (debug-print "-------------------")
454 (debug-print "ds-normal:")
455 (debug-print (get-in $state [::delay]))
456 (or (dv? mean) (number? mean)
457 (throw (java.lang.IllegalArgumentException.
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458 "Invalid mean")))
459
460 (or (dv? sd) (number? sd)
461 (throw (java.lang.IllegalArgumentException.
462 "Invalid standard deviation")))
463
464 (let [mu (or (get-data $state mean) mean)
465 sigma (or (get-data $state sd) sd)
466 dv (new-dv $state)]
467 (cond
468
469 ;; sigma must be realized or a number
470 (:dist sigma)
471 (ds-value #(ds-normal cont %2 checkpoint mean sd) $state sd)
472
473 ;; Analytical relationship
474 (= (:dist mu) normal)
475 (fn []
476 (cont dv
477 (add-node $state dv checkpoint
478 mean normal
479 (nnm-marg sigma mean-scale mean-offset)
480 (nnm-cond sigma mean-scale mean-offset))))
481
482 ;; No analytical relationship, mean must
483 ;; be realized or a number
484 (:dist mu)
485 (ds-value #(ds-normal cont %2 checkpoint mean sd) $state mean)
486
487 ;; mean and sd both numbers
488 :else
489 (fn []
490 (cont dv (add-node $state dv
491 checkpoint normal
492 [(+ (* mu mean-scale) mean-offset)
493 (* sigma (abs mean-scale))])))))))

A.3 experiments.clj

1 (use ’nstools.ns)
2 (ns+ experiments
3 (:like anglican-user.program)
4 (:use [anglican core emit runtime delay stat]))
5
6 ;; A simple normal mean relationship used for the experiments
7
8 (defquery simple-normal []
9 (let [x (sample (normal 0 10))]

10 (observe (normal x 1) 20)
11 x))
12
13 (defquery ds-simple-normal []
14 (let [x (ds-normal 0 10)]
15 (ds-observe (ds-normal x 1) 20)
16 (ds-value x)))
17
18 ;; A version of the coin with a complex prior belief with multiple
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19 ;; observations, used for the experiments
20
21 (defquery complex-coin []
22 (let [b (sample (bernoulli 0.5))
23 x (sample (if (= b 1)
24 (beta 2 2)
25 (uniform-continuous 0 0.5)))]
26 (repeatedly 10 #(observe (bernoulli x) 1))
27 x))
28
29 (defquery ds-complex-coin []
30 (let [b (sample (bernoulli 0.5))
31 x (if (= b 1)
32 (ds-beta 2 2)
33 (sample (uniform-continuous 0 0.5)))]
34 (repeatedly 10 #(ds-observe (ds-bernoulli x) 1))
35 (ds-value x)))
36
37 ;; A Kalman smoother used for the experiments
38
39 (defquery kalman [data]
40 (first
41 (let [x (sample (normal 0 10))]
42 (loop [x x
43 data data
44 res [x]]
45 (if (seq data)
46 (let [x (sample (normal (+ 2 x) 4))]
47 (observe (normal x 1) (first data))
48 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
49 res)))))
50
51 (defquery ds-kalman [data]
52 (ds-value
53 (first
54 (let [x (ds-normal 0 4)]
55 (loop [x x
56 data data
57 res [x]]
58 (if (seq data)
59 (let [x (ds-normal 1 2 x 4)]
60 (ds-observe (ds-normal x 1) (first data))
61 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
62 res))))))
63
64 ;; A model in which delayed sampling can yield no improvement
65 ;; (We make the standard deviation the parent instead of the mean
66 ;; in the linear-Gaussian state-space model)
67
68 (defquery non-kalman [data]
69 (first
70 (let [x (sample (normal 0 10))]
71 (loop [x x
72 data data
73 res [x]]
74 (if (seq data)
75 (let [x (sample (normal 4 (abs x)))]
76 (observe (normal 1 (abs x)) (first data))
77 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
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78 res)))))
79
80 (defquery ds-non-kalman [data]
81 (ds-value
82 (first
83 (let [x (ds-normal 0 4)]
84 (loop [x x
85 data data
86 res [x]]
87 (if (seq data)
88 (let [x (ds-normal 4 (abs (ds-value x)))]
89 (ds-observe (ds-normal 1 (abs (ds-value x)))
90 (first data))
91 (recur x (rest data) (conj res x)))
92 res))))))
93
94 ;; Run a time experiment and print the execution time
95
96 (defn run-time-experiment [reps n alg query value name]
97 (println name ": ")
98 (doall
99 (repeatedly

100 reps #(time (doall (take n (doquery alg query value))))))
101 nil)
102
103 ;; Run an mse-experiment and write the output to filename
104
105 (defn run-mse-experiment [n reps alg query value filename]
106 (dotimes [r reps]
107 (let [samples (take n (doquery alg query value))
108 data
109 (map (fn [i]
110 (str i "\t"
111 (empirical-mean
112 (collect-results
113 (take i samples))) "\n"))
114 (range 1 (+ n 1)))]
115 (spit (str filename "_" r ".dat")
116 (str "samples\testimate\n"
117 (apply str data))))))
118
119 ;; Run the experiments
120
121 (defn experiment []
122 (run-mse-experiment 1000 10 :importance simple-normal []
123 "../doc/data/simple_normal")
124 (run-mse-experiment 1000 10 :importance ds-simple-normal []
125 "../doc/data/ds_simple_normal")
126 (run-mse-experiment 1000 10 :importance complex-coin []
127 "../doc/data/complex_coin")
128 (run-mse-experiment 1000 10 :importance ds-complex-coin []
129 "../doc/data/ds_complex_coin")
130 (run-mse-experiment 1000 10 :importance kalman [[4 7 8 11 5]]
131 "../doc/data/kalman")
132 (run-mse-experiment 1000 10 :importance ds-kalman [[4 7 8 11 5]]
133 "../doc/data/ds_kalman")
134 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
135 simple-normal [] "simple-normal")
136 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
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137 ds-simple-normal [] "ds-simple-normal")
138 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
139 complex-coin [] "complex-coin")
140 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
141 ds-complex-coin [] "ds-complex-coin")
142 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
143 kalman [[4 7 8 11 5]] "kalman")
144 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
145 ds-kalman [[4 7 8 11 5]] "ds-kalman")
146 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
147 non-kalman [[4 7 8 11 5]] "non-kalman")
148 (run-time-experiment 10 100000 :importance
149 ds-non-kalman [[4 7 8 11 5]] "ds-non-kalman")
150 )
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